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Define Your
Un-ness
Here’s ours...
[uhn-nis] To break away from the masses.			
Challenge. Freely used to release, exemplify, or 		
intensify a force or quality. To engage, connect, 		
and explore unique places, oneself, and with 			
others on a most uncommon adventure.

Now, what’s yours...
unique.
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“We LOVE you guys and are so appreciative of
what you do for your guests. Always fun and
friendly but always so professional. It’s rare in
the industry and makes you our favorite way
to travel.” Valerie R, Manassas, VA (Hawaii 2016)
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Finding inspiration is a good thing.
It feels good. Gets our blood
pumping. Staring up at a glacier,
taking in the splash of a waterfall,
or sitting around the campfire
where grand tales are told always
sparks the adventurer and
storyteller in us.
And as stories go, they are
always a’changin’. So we made
a few tweaks to ours. New fonts
and colors trying to match the
vividness of our collective
experience in the natural world.
And a refreshed logo inspired by
what inspires all of us—connection,
adventure, and place. It’s a story
worth telling, and sharing.

Snapshot: (L) Baja caramba! The view outside your cabin
window... a kaleidoscope. (R) Boot-sucking mud, best to
pack your Alaskan tennis shoes.
unrivaled.
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Snapshot: (L) Launch into adventure—the Wilderness
Explorer delivers. (R) When you look beneath the
surface, you find love is everywhere.

Small Ships
BIG Experiences
A crew member shows you to your cabin. After a short time getting situated, gain your bearings with a spin
around the ship before heading to the lounge for a glass of bubbly and to meet your shipmates. Once on board,
transplanting yourself and settling in is a snap.
And then you’re off! Headed to where the big ships can’t go—in more ways than one. Be sure to pack a go-withthe-flow attitude. There are set itineraries, but in-the-moment decisions with Mother Nature leading the way will
happen! No two UnCruise departures are ever the same, and they’re way more personable.
No matter how you travel—with a companion, family, solo, or in a group—connection, place, and adventure are at
the heart of your exploration. Uncover hidden treasures, meet locals (the human, feathered, and wild-and-woolly
ones), and learn while having fun. Change the way you see the world.
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Connection

Place

Adventure

From mountain trails to footprints ashore,
between feeding whales and fleeting krill—
there’s connection. Places and adventures
forever united by storytellers, fellow-travelers,
and salts of the earth. It’s as old as time.

Lost then found, then lost again. And once there,
it has the potential to blow you away. A realization
of your significance against the scale of the place
you’ve found. It’s hard to put into words, but you
leave a piece of your heart.

That urge to reach beyond the norm. Explore.
Trying new things that stretch the mind and
body—kayak, hike, chat up locals—and lead to
the most elusive discoveries and moments of
excitement. Experience life on the outside.
undeniable.
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Unparalleled Value
From your first inquiry until even after your trip and—of course—throughout
the cruise itself, you’ll receive welcoming, friendly, personalized service—and
a host of benefits you won’t find on most other ships.
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Snapshot: Showstopping boatstopper—
bubble net feeding frenzy.

Choose to UnCruise

SM

Flexibility to do as much or as little as you like,
on your terms, and in comfort.
Backstage pass. Small group travel puts you in
on the action (not watching from afar).
Home. Boats are well-appointed and very
comfortable, but you’ll quickly discover that
your home-away-from-home is secondary to
what’s going on around it.
Memories to last a lifetime. Be prepared for AHA!
and “I-can’t-believe-I-just-did-that” moments.
You’ll leave with lots of ‘em.
Connection. On a journey this intimate, you can’t
help but feel connected—to the earth, to yourself,
and to friends new and old.
Breezy. From transfers and baggage handling,
to cruise cabins and pre- and post-cruise
extensions, you’re taken care of.
Zero hidden costs. What most defines your trip
is included in every fare—excursions, hand-crafted
cuisine, and a wide array of beverage options...
including alcohol.
Welcome to the family. Through our Endless
Discoveries alumni program, you receive loyalty
savings on future cruises, referral incentives (for
you AND your friends), exclusive offers, and more.

unbeatable.
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Finding Our Un-ness
It took grit, hard work, and a bit of luck, but the stars aligned when UnCruise Adventures came to be.
It was 1996. Connection and innovation have been at the heart ever since. And driven by a fearless
team and a commitment of leaving the beaten path and really exploring—experiencing—what the
world has to offer.
Your crew—and everyone working hard behind the scenes—has a fierce love of travel, and a deep
respect and appreciation for the wilderness, wildlife, culture, and heritage of the places we visit. It’s
our hope and goal that some of this rubs off on those who travel with us (it almost always does).
10
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Snapshot: (L) Make new friends, keep the old, an
adventure equally stunning and bold. (R) Weathered,
well-tested, and Alaska strong.

Onboard Team
Our crew are all hand-picked for their outstanding
knowledge, experience, customer service, and
safety skills—and also their genuine enthusiasm
and welcoming spirit. Each onboard team includes
your captain, chefs, expedition and heritage
guides, and hotel/galley/deck staff. After selecting
fantastic people, the crew undergoes annual
training in areas such as leadership, safety, guest
services, and “Leave No Trace” practices. In other
words, you’ll be in great hands.

Local Experts
Get up-close to nature and wildlife, and learn
along the way from local experts and historians.
In Alaska, a U.S. Forest Service wilderness
ranger may kayak up to the vessel and hop
aboard to talk about natural history. You might
receive a hands-on lesson turning taro into poi
from a village elder in Hawaii. Or in Mexico,
what better way to truly feel the local culture
than a mule ride singalong into the arroyos
with a local ranchero family?

unbound.
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Unforgettable Themes
Curious to learn, a budding amateur, or already an authority? Special theme cruises tap
into your passions! On select departures, experts in a variety of fields join in as guest hosts.
There’ll be dedicated presentations, hands-on learning opportunities, and one-on-one
interaction—all as an added value on top of the typical UnCruise benefits.
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Alumni Cruise
Celebrate the camaraderie and excitement of an unforgettable
UnCruise adventure by joining past guests in creating new memories.
Open to new UnCruisers as well as past! (Costa Rica & Panamá – pg 63, 69)

Birding/Ornithology
Join renowned bird experts on a discovery of the unique habits and
characteristics of the winged creatures you encounter. (Costa Rica &
Panamá – pg 63, 65, 67, 69; Mexico – pg 51; Pacific Northwest – pg 89)

Chairman’s Cruise
Now’s your chance to rub elbows and get to know the leaders and
owners of UnCruise Adventures! (Columbia & Snake Rivers – pg 83; Costa Rica
& Panamá – pg 69; Mexico – pg 51)

Craft Beer
Foremost beer experts and brewers guide you on a barley and
hops adventure including pairings with regional cuisine, tastings,
and special presentations. (Pacific Northwest – pg 89)

Marine Biology
Learn about the amazing aquatic world all around and beneath you
with your onboard guest marine expert during excursions and in-depth
presentations. (Alaska – pg 27; Costa Rica & Panamá – pg 65, 67, 69; Mexico – pg 51)

Musical Entertainment
Combine a week of river cruising with frontier history and nostalgic
songs of the 1940s—performed by America’s sweethearts and singing
duo, Letters From Home. (Columbia & Snake Rivers – pg 83)

Photography
A professional photographer guides you on capturing the perfect
shots—on board, in-the-field, and through individual instruction. 		
(Alaska – pg 27; Costa Rica & Panamá – pg 63, 65, 67, 69; Mexico – pg 51)

Snapshot: (L) In plain sight, or not.
The search is part of the fun.
untapped.
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Body.
Mind.
Spirit.

Wellness
Some of the best trainers, wellness and dietary experts, and your
expedition team have come together, and it’s for your own well-being.
Seriously. In today’s health-conscious, plugged in, hasty world, you owe
it to yourself to find experiences that nourish.
In the world’s greatest spa. Awake each day to a different, inspiring 		
backdrop—Snow-capped mountains. Canopied rainforest. Ice-blue 		
glaciers. Craggy shores. Glassy coves. Fresh air.
Get physical. Sunrise stretches on deck. Paddle board yoga. Hours-		
long kayaking along a waterfall-lined fjord or mangrove-riddled 		
estuary. A rock scramble in desert arroyos or hike on glacial terrain. 		
Gentle walks through intertidal shore zones.
Serenity and renewal, found in the unexpected. Quiet meditation 		
on deck. Thoughtful reflection and instructive practices. Complimentary 		
massage from onboard massage therapists. Hot tubbing under the 		
stars. Connection and laughter with shipmates.
Healthful lifestyle opportunities on board. Sustainable dining options,
healthy recipes, and learn healthy cooking techniques. Presentations and
one-on-one interaction with your expedition team and wellness experts.
Daily wellness programs and tips.
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Day after day, your health and wellness team delivers small group
opportunities focused on their individual specialties. Activities may
include onboard presentations, heart healthy menus, active adventures,
yoga, meditation, aromatherapy, and massage. Turn it up or down to fit
your desired interests.
•

Adventure activities to meet a range of fitness levels

•

Be comfortable, participate with confidence

•

Programs customized for the expertise of each wellness expert

•

Special dietary needs and culinary preferences can be accommodated

This holistic approach to travel is inclusive of all activities, programs,
expertise, meals, and beverages offered on these adventures:
Alaska:
• Famed Passages of Discovery, 12 nights (pg 25)
Costa Rica:
• Unveiled Wonders—Costa Rica & Panamá Canal, 8 nights (pg 65)
• Costa Rica Beaches & Jungles, 8 nights (pg 67)
Mexico’s Sea of Cortés:
• Baja’s Bounty, 7 nights (pg 51)

Snapshot: (L) The sky is the limit. (R) Connect in a
way not possible by other means.
undeterred.
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Family
[F]UnCruise
Discoveries

“It is a happy talent to know how to play.” Ralph Waldo Emerson’s wise
words are pretty much a motto at UnCruise Adventures. The Family
Discoveries program celebrates the curiosity and wonderment of kidsat-heart of every age—from age 8 to 98 (and beyond!). Experience
magical wilderness, wildlife, history, and cultures together, and share a
journey across generations.
Bring the whole family—and extended family of friends. Create lifelong
memories between kids, grandparents, parents, aunts, siblings,
cousins… And while there are no adult-free play zones and no babysitting
services on board, everyone learns while having fun. There’s a unique
smorgasbord of activities on adventure and river cruises:
•

Tide pool “treasure” hunts

•

Play “I-spy” with breaching whales and leaping dolphins

•

Glacial mud face painting

•

Discover the pioneers of the Oregon Trail

•

Good-natured “giddy-ups” on a mule ride

•

“Polar bear plunges” and paddle board races

Family Discoveries Program:
•

Kids 8 r years & older are welcomed aboard most vessels+

•

Kids ages 8 to 13 save $500* per child
r Exceptions for kids under 8 years require special approval
+ Safari Quest welcomes kids ages 13 and younger on private yacht charters only
Excludes December holiday departures

*

“This was an amazing adventure. I came with
my daughter and grandson—celebrating my 78th
birthday… We all learned so much! And in the best
possible way—seeing and experiencing.”
— Judy G, Honolulu, HI (Washington 2016)
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Discover an adventure all your own, with genuine companionship
of newfound friends. With the logistics planned for you, the solo
traveler’s journey is a relaxed and safe one. Guides and crew know
you by name—and it’s not long before you and your shipmates are
on a first-name basis, too. Whether traveling on your own or not,
bonding happens naturally amongst guests and crew on an UnCruise
adventure.

Solo Travel

If you’re on the fence, the pros far outweigh the cons. There’s a reason
guests often describe these cruises as “summer camp for adults”—
sharing stories, laughter, and AHA! moments with your comrades and
crew. And when you seek it, there’s quiet solitude, too.
Making Solo Travel Better:
•

Friendly rates (you don’t pay double!)

•

Safe, comfortable environment

•

Open seating in the dining room fosters social mingling

•

Buddy system during adventure activities—snorkeling, kayaking, hiking

•

Time for beach walks, stargazing, and strolling towns in small groups

•

Freedom to curl up with a book in the onboard library or lounge

“I was traveling alone but never felt alone. I have
been on several cruises, but this was my all-time
favorite trip.”
— Patricia L, Port Charlotte, FL (Columbia & Snake Rivers 2014)

unexpected.
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Groups &
Charters

Group Travel
Whatever the common interest—family, birders, sport enthusiasts,
stargazers, corporate teams—it’s really about camaraderie. Teambuild in the Southeast Alaskan outback. Adult kids and young ones
can snorkel with playful sea lion pups in Mexico’s Sea of Cortés. Hone
skills behind the lens photographing humpback whales in Hawaii.
Clink glasses with best girlfriends on a Columbia River wine cruise
getaway. Share adventure with friends, family, or associates and with
other guests on board—it’s adventure multiplied! Laugh, connect,
commemorate milestone events, and make lifelong memories.

Private Charter
But if your group gets big enough, why not take the whole boat?
There’s nothing like the privacy of a private charter—it’s all about you!
The details—activities, amenities, and provisions—are arranged on your
behalf and with your special requests in mind. Whether your full-vessel
charter is a celebration for a wedding, class reunion, generations of
family, or a corporate team’s successes, this full-service platform more
than meets your needs. With the entire vessel dedicated to you and
your guests, in-the-moment changes to the itinerary or activities can
easily be accommodated. With unparalleled benefits, all you have to do
is sit back and soak in the experience!

“I chartered the Safari Quest for a group of friends that
included photographers, artists, writers, kayakers, and
those who simply enjoyed nature. Our ages ranged from
50-81, and no matter what the interest or ability level the
crew ensured a great experience for each and every one
of us. We had such a wonderful time, we have already
planned our next chartered UnCruise in Hawaii.”
— Cindy C, North Fort Myers, FL (Alaska 2015)
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It doesn’t get much better than this. Oh wait—it does. It’s all the
onboard amenities and activities included in the fare. And, the high-quality
service you receive from office staff and crew. When you choose to
UnCruise for your special event, the memories last a lifetime.
Group & Charter Benefits:
•

Fare savings or complimentary berths based on group size and for 		
private charters, depending on destination

•

Extraordinary celebration of your milestone events

•

Unmatched focus on special dietary requests

•

Innovative and collaborative benefits designed for your group

•

Private charters benefit by spontaneous within-voyage itinerary 		
modifications as opportunities present themselves (and as safety and
operational constraints allow)

•

Corporations benefit from potential tax breaks on U.S. flagged vessels

Our excellent group and charter team specializes in taking care of
any unique needs and may even have some extra perks to make your
voyage uniquely memorable. Bring your group or join us on a private
charter, and make it unforgettable!

To learn more about group arrangements or
a custom charter, visit our website at:
UnCruise.com/why-us/private-charters-group-travel
unsurpassed.
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Travel is Inspiring
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Alaska
Mexico’s Sea of Cortés
Hawaiian Islands
Costa Rica & Panamá
Galápagos Islands
Columbia & Snake Rivers
Pacific Northwest
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Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Unmatched
Destinations

Alaska
Pacific
Northwest

p. 22

Columbia &
Snake Rivers

ALASKA

p. 48
MEXICO’S SEA OF CORTÉS

p. 54

Hawaiian Islands
Mexico’s
Sea of Cortés

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

p. 60
COSTA RICA & PANAMÁ

Costa Rica & Panamá

p. 74
GALÁPAGOS ISLANDS

Galápagos Islands

p. 80
COLUMBIA & SNAKE RIVERS

“One of the best vacations of my life!
Everything was beyond what I had expected. I
can’t wait until my next UnCruise adventure!”

p. 86
PACIFIC NORTHWEST

— Ritesh N, San Antonio, TX (Washington 2016)

unexplored.
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Alaska
22
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The totem reaches skyward, a tribute to the spirit of

PRE- & POST-CRUISE EXTENSIONS

the living. Joe guides all eyes up the pole, explaining

19th century missionaries. Other stories of tribal youth

Your Alaska experience wouldn’t
be complete without a visit to
Denali National Park and the Knik
River Valley. Choose an UnCruise
escorted land tour, or one of our
other carefully planned hotel
packages. We’ve done the legwork!

carrying on traditions and the honoring of Alaska’s

See details on pages 42-47.

each figure’s significance. A Tlingit, Joe Williams honors
his heritage by sharing his peoples’ stories. Some are
dark, like the forced Anglicization of native names by

wilderness are heartening.
Nobody does Alaska better, offers more variety, or provides
more adventure than an UnCruise—where small ships foster
uncommon encounters and unexpected experiences.
Rainforests, glaciers, and Glacier Bay National Park. Brown
bears, black bears, and “polar bear plunges.” Humpback
whales, orcas, and bald eagles. Hiking, kayaking, hot tubbing
under the stars, even playing in the mud. Whether liquid
sunshine or cloud failure, your expert expedition team
guides you on an unforgettable journey.

“One week of wonderful.
From the fab food to the
sights and pace to see
and enjoy them—you
did it all perfectly. And
the amazing fact that
the crew can call us by
our names so soon is an
extra ‘hug’.”
— Mike M & Mary P, Calgary, AB
(Alaska 2016)

undaunted.
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Explore
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
SAN JUAN ISLANDS
SALISH SEA
CANADA’S INSIDE PASSAGE
KETCHIKAN, ALASKA
MISTY FJORDS NATIONAL
MONUMENT
BEHM CANAL
WRANGELL
WRANGELL NARROWS
THOMAS BAY
STEPHENS PASSAGE
ENDICOTT ARM WILDERNESS
FORDS TERROR WILDERNESS
JUNEAU

Included Highlights
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•

Adventure cruise

•

Cruise Alaska’s and Canada’s
Inside Passages

•

Native culture, whales, and
wildlife viewing

•

Kayak, paddle board, and hike

•

Explore Misty Fjords National
Monument and Fords Terror

•

Dawes Glacier and the ice-rich
waters of Endicott Arm

•

Watch for whales in Stephens
Passage

•

Adventure activity in Thomas
Bay and Tongass National Forest

•

Wrangell’s Kiksetti Totem Park
and Chief Shakes Tribal House

•

Transit Wrangell Narrows and
wildlife-rich Behm Canal

UnCruise.com

Famed Passages
of Discovery
12 NIGHTS | SEATTLE, WA TO JUNEAU, AK

(*or reverse)

NOISY GULLS CHATTERED AWAY ON THE TOP-MOST
POINT OF AN OPALESCENT BERG…
Skiffing among the floating icy bits, my guide navigated around
a chunk the size of a small car. The shoreline now in sight, dozing
seals were spotted on the toe of the glacier. Their big black eyes
barely registered our arrival. Paying no mind, they continued
their snoozing as the skiff cruised by.
DAY 1 Set sail north. Depending on
your vessel, admire Seattle’s waterfront
view or transit the Hiram M. Chittenden
Locks where you’re lowered twenty
feet into the Salish Sea.
DAYS 2-12 Fill your days with
backcountry hikes, paddling coves,
intertidal shore walks, and easygoing companionship—orcas, seals,
sea lions and otters, whales, dolphins,
sea birds, bald eagles, and of course,
your fellow adventurers. Explore the
shoreline and forests of Washington’s
San Juan Islands. In the afternoon,
set sail and gunkhole through Canada’s
and Alaska’s Inside Passages. Paddling
the glacial valleys in Misty Fjords
National Monument provides an upclose look at this vast wilderness. In
Wrangell and Ketchikan, hear stories
of Tlingit and Haida cultures, view
carved totems, and stroll notorious
Creek Street (once a redlight district
in downtown Ketchikan).

Behm Canal’s abundant wildlife;
kayaking, paddle boarding, skiffing, and
hiking in Thomas Bay; and zigzagging
navigational lights in Wrangell Narrows’
“Christmas Tree Lane” are just a few
nuggets to write home about. Watch
for breaching whales and orca in the
summer feeding grounds of Stephens
Passage. In the glacially carved fjord of
Endicott Arm, take note of arctic terns or
harbor seals lazing on a passing bergy.
And the calving white thunder of Dawes
Glacier is astounding. On your final
evening, enjoy the Captain’s Farewell
Dinner and a recap of your journey
presented by your expedition team.
DAY 13 Spend breakfast with your
mates, then disembark for your
transfer to the Juneau airport or to
your UnCruise hotel stay.

PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See pages 42-47 for details.

FARES FROM $3,495
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.
Due to passage in international waters, a passport is required on this itinerary.

JUNEAU

ALASKA

Fords Terror Wilderness
Dawes Glacier
Endicott Arm
Stephens Passage
Thomas Bay
WRANGELL

BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA

Frederick
Sound Wrangell
Narrows

Misty Fjords National Monument

KETCHIKAN

Prince Rupert

Butedale
Canada’s
Inside Passage

Pacific Ocean

Johnstone Strait
Vancouver
Island

San Juan
Islands
Gulf
Islands

FAMED PASSAGES OF DISCOVERY
12 NIGHTS, SEATTLE TO JUNEAU (*or reverse)
2017 Monday or Saturday Departures
Wilderness Adventurer NAV
TRB

Apr 17

W

Wilderness Discoverer

PAT

—

—

SGL

SEATTLE

CHARTER

$3,495

$4,995

$5,595

—

—

$5,245

$274,495

NAV

TRB

PAT

XPL

—

SGL

CHARTER

May 15; Sep 2*

$3,995

$5,395

$5,995

$8,495

—

$5,995

$424,395

Wilderness Explorer

—

TRB

PAT

XPL

—

SGL

CHARTER

Sep 23*

—

$4,795

$5,395

$6,995

—

$7,195

$387,295

CPT

CHARTER

2017 Tuesday, Friday or Sunday Departures
Safari Quest
MRN
CMN

—

—

SGL

May 28; Aug 18*

$8,995

$10,395 $11,195 —

—

$10,395 $210,695

Safari Explorer

MST

CMN

CPT

COM

SGL

May 14; Sep 8*

$8,795

$9,395

$10,095 $11,295 $13,095 $10,095 $346,295

Safari Endeavour

MST

CMN

CPT

ADM

COM

May 2; Sep 10*

$5,995

$6,295

$6,895

$7,695

$10,495 $7,695

ADM

SGL

CHARTER

CHARTER

$582,195

Theme departure: W=Wellness
ADM=Admiral; CMN=Commander; COM=Commodore Suite; CPT=Captain; MRN=Mariner; MST=Master;
NAV=Navigator; PAT=Pathfinder; SGL=Single; TRB=Trailblazer; XPL=Explorer
$500 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available for select vessels/cabins.

unbelievable.
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Explore
JUNEAU
ICY STRAIT
GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK
BARANOF ISLAND
CHATHAM STRAIT
FREDERICK SOUND
PORT HOUGHTON
STEPHENS PASSAGE
ENDICOTT ARM WILDERNESS
FORDS TERROR WILDERNESS

Included Highlights
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•

Adventure cruise

•

Glacier Bay National Park—
UNESCO World Heritage Site

•

View glaciers—Dawes and,
Grand Pacific, Margerie, or
Johns Hopkins

•

Park ranger joins you on board
in Glacier Bay

•

Whale watching in Icy Strait
and Frederick Sound

•

Forest hike at Glacier Bay
National Park headquarters in
Bartlett Cove

•

Unmatched birding and wildlife
viewing

•

Kayak, paddle board, and skiff
exploration in Port Houghton
and Chatham Strait

•

Nature walks, tide pooling, and
hikes in the Tongass National
Forest

UnCruise.com

Exploring Muir’s
Wilderness
7 NIGHTS | ROUNDTRIP JUNEAU, ALASKA

THE RANGER HAD JUST FINISHED DESCRIBING GLACIER
CHARACTERISTICS WHEN A SHARP CRACK SOUNDED…
As if Mother Nature had timed it so on purpose, a section of
glacier sheared off from its face. Cheers from on board echoed the
thunder of ice tumbling into the water. This was the most astounding
geology “lesson” anyone in our group had ever experienced—and in
the most enthralling classroom we ever set foot in—Glacier Bay.
DAY 1 In Juneau, captain and crew
welcome you aboard. Set sail, bound
for Icy Strait!
DAYS 2-7 Just as it was for John Muir,
there’s no easing into it—Alaska is a
jaw-dropper from the get-go. A favorite
of humpbacks in the summer, Icy Strait
will become a favorite of yours, too.
Watch for their telltale blow, as well as
for seals and porpoises. Glide along
the coastline by skiff or kayak for your
first up-close view of the territory.
Get the behind-the-scenes scoop on
the movement of glaciers and wildlife
when a Glacier Bay National Park
ranger joins you for the day.
Navigating the waterways of the
Tongass National Forest, your captain
will find the ideal anchor. Take it easy
in a skiff, or grab a paddle to kayak or
paddle board in hidden bays and inlets
along Chatham Strait. Whichever mode
you choose, you’ll be swapping big

fish stories over hand-crafted cocktails
with your shipmates at the day’s end.
It’s all about varied landscapes and
wildlife—bear, eagles, blue heron,
marine life—in Frederick Sound and
Port Houghton. Join your expedition
guides to beachcomb, hike inland,
or paddle a tidal lake. As Muir likely
did, feel a rush of exhilaration (and a
chill) near the face of Dawes Glacier.
A skiff ride through iceberg strewn
water reveals glacial views along
with ooh’s, aah’s, and the clap of white
thunder. Celebrate your week in Muir’s
beloved Alaska with a toast from
your captain and a slideshow by your
expedition team.
DAY 8 Enjoy one last breakfast before
transferring to the Juneau airport or
your UnCruise extended stay.
PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See pages 42-47 for details.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA

Glacier Bay
Grand Pacific
National Park
Glacier
Marble Island
Margerie
Bartlett Cove
Glacier

JUNEAU

Johns Hopkins
Glacier
Icy Strait

Stephens Passage

Chichagof
Island
Chatham Strait

Admiralty
Island

Fords Terror Wilderness
Dawes Glacier
Endicott Arm
Port Houghton

Frederick Sound
Baranof
Island

Pacific Ocean

ALASKA

EXPLORING MUIR’S WILDERNESS
7 NIGHTS, ROUNDTRIP JUNEAU
2017 Sunday Departures

Safari Endeavour

MST

CMN

CPT

ADM

COM

SGL

May 14, 21; Aug 27; Sep 3

$4,695

$4,995

$5,495

$6,195

$8,795

$6,195

$466,195

May 28; Aug 20M

$5,295

$5,595

$6,095

$6,895

$9,495

$6,895

$517,995

Jun 4P, 11M, 18, 25
Jul 2H, 9, 16, 23, 30
Aug 6, 13P

$5,995

$6,295

$6,795

$7,595

$10,395 $7,795

$578,395

CHARTER

Friday Departures

Safari Explorer

MST

CMN

CPT

ADM

COM

May 26; Aug 25; Sep 1

$6,895

$7,495

$7,995

$8,995

$10,495 $7,995

$273,995

Jun 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
Jul 7, 14, 21, 28
Aug 4, 11, 18

$7,795

$8,395

$8,995

$9,995

$11,495 $8,995

$306,795

H

SGL

FARES FROM $4,695

Theme departures: H=Holiday; M=Marine Biology; P=Photography

All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.

ADM=Admiral; CMN=Commander; COM=Commodore Suite; CPT=Captain; MST=Master; SGL=Single

A passport is required on this itinerary (non US citizens).

CHARTER

$250 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available for select vessels/cabins.

unbridled.
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Explore
JUNEAU
GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK
ICY STRAIT
CHICHAGOF ISLAND
BARANOF ISLAND
FREDERICK SOUND
STEPHENS PASSAGE
FORDS TERROR WILDERNESS
ENDICOTT ARM WILDERNESS

Discoverers’
Glacier Country

Included Highlights

28

•

Adventure cruise

•

Two days in Glacier Bay

•

Kayak, hike, and skiff in Glacier
Bay

•

Park ranger joins you on board
in Glacier Bay

•

Whale watching in Icy Strait,
Frederick Sound, and Stephens
Passage

•

Explore coves and fjords of
Chichagof and Baranof Islands

•

View stunning glaciers and
listen for the “white” thunder

•

Cathedral-walled Fords Terror
Wilderness Area

•

Captain’s Choice—explore remote
“not in the guidebook” places

UnCruise.com

7 NIGHTS | ROUNDTRIP JUNEAU, ALASKA

BEAMS OF SUN SHINED THROUGH THE EVERGREENS
SPOTLIGHTING FERNS AND ORANGE FUNGI...
The loamy trail wended through the trees revealing forest treasures—
moss for a mustache, Bigfoot-shaped shadows. Why not give that
banana slug a kiss? Laughter mingled with the calls of birds. The path
opened into a wide meadow of wildflowers and mouths opened to
exclaim awe. John Muir’s words, “the clearest way into the universe is
through a forest wilderness” could have been inspired by this spot.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA

Grand Pacific Glacier Bay
Glacier National Park
Marble Island
Margerie
Bartlett Cove
Glacier

JUNEAU

Lamplugh
Glacier

Stephens Passage

Icy Strait

Chichagof
Island

Chatham Strait

DAYS 2-7 Traveling nearly 60 miles
up-bay, a Glacier Bay National Park
ranger shares the park’s geology and
history and joins in on landlubbing
adventure. Take a boot-sucking hike
through sandbars of glacial silt or hike
atop a towering peak for the view
from above. Board a skiff and weave
among icebergs that have cracked off
the face of a glacier. Kayak in the quiet
of wilderness and relish in unfettered
time on hikes ashore. Arriving back at
the boat, your crackerjack team is there
to greet you with a warm mug of hot
chocolate, so enjoy the thrill of the wild.
Icy Strait, Frederick Sound, and
Stephens Passage are some of the
richest whale waters in Southeast
Alaska. Join the captain on the bridge

or go on deck with your expedition
team and watch for porpoise, sea lions,
and the telltale blow of humpbacks.
Discover those “not in the guidebook”
places. Cliff-walled fjords and a pristine
tidal inlet are on tap as you slip into an
area widely acclaimed as one of the
most beautiful in Alaska—Endicott Arm
and Fords Terror. Explore the fjord by
kayak or skiff, a unique opportunity
indeed. Saw-toothed mountains gleam
high overhead and a glacier actively
calves into the ice-filled fjord. Enjoy
a festive Farewell Dinner, and before
turning in, your expedition team shares
a photo journal of your voyage.
DAY 8 Gather for breakfast, and back
in Juneau, transfer to the airport or
begin your UnCruise extended stay.

PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See pages 42-47 for details.

Endicott Arm
The Brothers Islands

Frederick Sound

DAY 1 Upon boarding in Juneau, your
crew greets you with sparkling wine
and smiles. Set sail for scenic channels
and secluded wilderness.

Fords Terror Wilderness
Dawes Glacier

Admiralty
Island

Saginaw Bay

Baranof
Island

Pacific Ocean

ALASKA

DISCOVERERS’ GLACIER COUNTRY
7 NIGHTS, ROUNDTRIP JUNEAU
2017 Saturday Departures

Wilderness Adventurer

NAV

TRB

PAT

SGL

CHARTER

Sep 16, 23

$2,995

$3,795

$4,195

$4,495

$214,895

Apr 29; May 6, 13
Sep 2, 9

$3,395

$4,195

$4,595

$5,095

$238,895

May 20, 27; Aug 26

$3,795

$4,595

$4,995

$5,695

$262,895

Jun 3, 10, 17, 24
Jul 1H, 8, 15, 22, 29
Aug 5, 12, 19

$4,395

$5,195

$5,595

$6,595

$298,895

Theme departure: H=Holiday

FARES FROM $2,995
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.
A passport is required on this itinerary (non US citizens).

NAV=Navigator; PAT=Pathfinder; SGL=Single; TRB=Trailblazer
$250 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins.

unfiltered.
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Explore
JUNEAU
STEPHENS PASSAGE
ENDICOTT ARM WILDERNESS
FORDS TERROR WILDERNESS
PORT HOUGHTON OR WINDHAM
BAY
FREDERICK SOUND
BARANOF ISLAND
CHICHAGOF ISLAND
ICY STRAIT

Yachters’ Alaskan
Frontier

Included Highlights

30

•

Adventure yacht cruise

•

Whale watch in Frederick
Sound and Icy Strait

•

Dawes Glacier and iceberg-rich
Endicott Arm

•

Experience cathedral-walled
Fords Terror

•

Kayak and hike in the remote
Port Houghton or Windham Bay

•

Explore rugged shores by skiff

•

Towering waterfalls and a day
of play on Baranof Island

•

Hike through the immense
Tongass National Forest with
your Interpretive Guide

•

Watch for wildlife at Chichagof
Island

•

Secluded exploration of tuckedaway coves

UnCruise.com

7 NIGHTS | ROUNDTRIP JUNEAU, ALASKA

BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA

DWARFED BY THE LANDSCAPE, OUR SMALL SHIP
APPEARS EVEN SMALLER FROM THE OVERLOOK…
Back on board after the hike, eyes were now focused in on the
micro scene. Paths crossed—three, four, now five dorsal fins—as
a pod of orca undulated through the water. A puff of spray, and
a whale rose to spy on us with its dark eyes—a quick moment of
connection. With a kick it dove, tail fin high.
DAY 1 Captain and crew welcome you
aboard. Pushing off from the dock,
sail through the channels of the Inside
Passage.
DAYS 2-7 Watch a river of ice drop
into the sea, and if luck is on your
side, witness the power of Dawes
Glacier—with a thunderous crack as
a section of the face calves away.
Explore Endicott Arm by skiff, spotting
buoyant seals lounging on bergy bits
and sure-footed mountain goats along
the steep coastline. Port Houghton
boasts a wealth of wild inhabitants—
sea birds, shore birds, birds of prey,
and bear. Kayak or paddle board into
the hidden reaches of the cove; test
your balance on the paddle board and
investigate the coastline; or set foot
onshore along a coastal river trail.
A playground for easygoing whales,
sea lions, and harbor seals, take in
Baranof and Chichagof Islands with
your captain on the bridge and hit the

JUNEAU
Stephens Passage

Icy Strait

Fords Terror Wilderness
Dawes Glacier
Endicott Arm
Port Houghton

Chichagof
Admiralty
Island
Island
Chatham Strait

woods to explore with your expedition
guide on an inland hike. Waterfalls and
steep cliff walls are the setting for
kayaking and skiffing along not-in-the
guidebook coves and inlets. In Icy
Strait, scan the surface for the blow
of whales and relish a last day of play
looking for unexpected “treasures”
along the coastline in the skiff. Soak
up the evening sky in the hot tub
before your Farewell Dinner, and
afterwards share smiles with a special
photo recap from your crew.

Frederick Sound

Saginaw Bay

Baranof
Island

ALASKA
Pacific Ocean

DAY 8 Share a last breakfast with
your shipmates, then wish your
captain and crew goodbye. You’ll be
transferred to the airport in Juneau or
to your UnCruise extended stay.

YACHTERS’ ALASKAN FRONTIER
7 NIGHTS, ROUNDTRIP JUNEAU
2017 Friday Departures

PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See pages 42-47 for details.

Safari Quest

MRN

CMN

CPT

SGL

CHARTER

Jun 9, 16, 23, 30H
Jul 7, 14, 21, 28
Aug 4, 11

$7,595

$9,095

$9,895

$8,695

$182,395

Theme departure: H=Holiday

FARES FROM $7,595

CMN=Commander; CPT=Captain; MRN=Mariner; SGL=Single

All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.

$250 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins.

A passport is required on this itinerary (non US citizens).

unblemished.
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Explore
JUNEAU
GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK
ICY STRAIT
CHICHAGOF ISLAND
BARANOF ISLAND
NEVA STRAIT
PERIL STRAIT
SERGIUS NARROWS
SITKA

Northern Passages
& Glacier Bay

Included Highlights

32

•

Adventure cruise

•

Glacier Bay National Park—
UNESCO World Heritage Site

•

Whale watching in Icy Strait

•

Exploration along Peril Strait
and Sergius Narrows

•

Park ranger joins you on board
in Glacier Bay

•

Observe a bird colony and sea
lion haulout at South Marble
Island

•

Hike the forested shores of
Chichagof and Baranof Islands

•

Discover the intertidal zones of
Krestof and Nakwasina Sounds

•

Kayak, paddle board, and skiff
in glacial fjords

•

Captain’s Choice exploration of
“not in the guidebook” places

UnCruise.com

7 NIGHTS | JUNEAU TO SITKA, ALASKA

(*or reverse)

IN ONE DEXTEROUS MOVE, THE BEAR HELD THE
SALMON IN PLACE WITH ITS PAW…
Off shore—but only just—the skiff comes to a near standstill,
bobbing slowly with the water’s ebb and flow. Catching our
movements, the bear looks from its catch. Though my eyes never
left the scruffy figure, the contents of the skiff were less enticing
to the bear than its meal. After a moment it turns its attention
back to its fresh snack.

Lynn Canal

Margerie Glacier

JUNEAU

Icy Strait

Admiralty
Island

Chichagof
Island
Peril Strait

Chatham Strait

Sergius Narrows
Neva Strait

DAY 1 Welcome aboard! Meet the crew,
settle in, and relax with your shipmates
as you cruise the Inside Passage.
DAYS 2-7 Your captain determines
the best starting point for backcountry
adventure. Jump start your week with
a paddle or skiff ride and you’re likely
to be welcomed by “local” harbor seals.
Accompanied by a ranger in Glacier
Bay—one of America’s crown jewel
national parks and a UNESCO World
Heritage Site and Biosphere Reserve—
the park is yours for the taking. Be
awed by glaciers and learn the park’s
history. Linger and be entertained at
odoriferous South Marble Island, a Steller
sea lion haulout and guillemot colony.
Set your course for the wildliferich waters of Icy Strait. Then, join
the captain on the bridge or your
expedition team out on deck while
watching for whales, sea lions,
mountain goats, sea otters, eagles,

puffins, Black Oystercatchers and
other creatures. Ride the skiffs—
binoculars in hand—for a close
inspection of the rugged shore, keeping
watch for bears. Anchored in remote
waters, lower the kayaks or enjoy
an intertidal walk with your guides
on Chichagof and Baranof Islands.
The small boat haven of Peril Strait
connects to Sergius Narrows—a
magnet for wildlife and great place to
watch for bears, otters, whales, and
eagles. After an adventurous last day,
toast your voyage with a Farewell
Dinner and a photo “journal” of your
week by your expedition team.
DAY 8 Gather for breakfast as you
cruise into Sitka, then disembark
for your transfer to the airport or to
your UnCruise land extension.
PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See pages 42-47 for details.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA

Glacier Bay
National Park
Grand Pacific Glacier
Marble Island

SITKA
Baranof
Island

ALASKA
Pacific Ocean

NORTHERN PASSAGES & GLACIER BAY
7 NIGHTS, JUNEAU TO SITKA (*or reverse)
2017 Saturday Departures

Wilderness Discoverer

NAV

TRB

PAT

XPL

SGL

CHARTER

May 27; Jun 3*; Aug 26*

$3,595

$4,395

$4,795

$6,595

$5,395

$346,795

Jun 24; Jul 1H*, 22, 29*
Aug 19

$3,995

$4,795

$5,195

$6,995

$5,995

$377,195

Wilderness Explorer

—

TRB

PAT

XPL

SGL

CHARTER

Sep 9, 16*

—

$3,595

$3,995

$5,195

$5,395

$289,195

May 20, 27*; Jun 17, 24*
Jul 15, 22*; Aug 12, 19*

—

$4,795

$5,195

$6,395

$7,195

$377,995

Theme departures: H=Holiday

FARES FROM $3,595
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.
A passport is required on this itinerary (non US citizens).

NAV=Navigator; PAT=Pathfinder; SGL=Single; TRB=Trailblazer; XPL=Explorer
$250 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available for select vessels/cabins.

untouched.
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Explore
JUNEAU
ENDICOTT ARM WILDERNESS
FORDS TERROR WILDERNESS
STEPHENS PASSAGE
THOMAS BAY
WRANGELL NARROWS
WRANGELL
BEHM CANAL
MISTY FJORDS NATIONAL
MONUMENT
KETCHIKAN

Included Highlights
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•

Adventure cruise

•

Whale watching in Stephens
Passage

•

Explore Misty Fjords National
Monument

•

Dawes Glacier and the ice-rich
waters of Endicott Arm

•

Kayak, paddle board, skiff and
hike in glacial landscapes, old
growth, and rainforest

•

Spot wildlife in Behm Canal and
Tongass National Forest

•

Kayak and hike along remote
coast of Stephens Passage

•

Navigate winding Wrangell
Narrows and Behm Canal

•

Wrangell’s Kiksetti Totem Park
and Chief Shakes Tribal House

UnCruise.com

Inner Reaches
Eastern Coves
7 NIGHTS | JUNEAU TO KETCHIKAN, ALASKA (*or reverse)

A GLITTERING SECRET, IT WOULD LIKELY BE MISSED
ENTIRELY IF NOT FOR THE CRASHING OF WATER…

ALASKA

BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA

JUNEAU

Fords Terror Wilderness
Dawes Glacier

Stephens Passage

The waterfall, tucked into a zig-zagging cleft in the rock,
drums the saltwater in a never-ending rhythm. Kayaks get us
close enough to feel the spray on our faces, and see ferns,
mushrooms, and moss growing where water meets earth. Fjord
walls reach to the sky, as big as the solitude all around.

Admiralty
Island

Endicott Arm
Thomas Bay

Frederick Sound

Wrangell Narrows
WRANGELL
Yes Bay

DAY 1 After a hearty welcome from
your crew, get acquainted and set sail
for Endicott Arm.
DAYS 2-7 Snow covered mountains,
glowing blues, and the white thunder
of calving ice take your breath away
at the face of Dawes Glacier. Gliding
through Endicott Arm, spot seals
taking respite on the glacier’s smaller
“bergy bits” and, tides permitting,
explore narrow Fords Terror. Poetic in
every sense of the word, Thomas Bay
offers up some of the finest paddling
and hiking in Southeast Alaska.
Take it easy on a lush forest trail or
intertidal shore walk; or get down and
dirty in the muskeg and mud. And in
Wrangell, totems and a sacred tribal
house reveal Tlingit and Haida legends
and lore.
Wildlife is everywhere—but in
Stephens Passage and along Behm

Canal, it’ll likely take shape in the
form of bears, wolves, harbor seals,
sea lions, orca, and humpbacks. Soak
in Misty Fjords National Monument—
affectionately called “The Yosemite
of the North.” Glacial valleys filled
with sea water and sheer 3,000-foot
cliffs are a haven for sea birds, bears,
mountain goats, Sitka black-tailed
deer, moose, and other wildlife. Your
final evening, enjoy a farewell toast
and reminisce about your journey
over a savory dinner.
DAY 8 After breakfast, disembark for
your transfer to the Ketchikan airport,
or your UnCruise hotel stay or land
extension.

Misty Fjords
National
Monument

Pacific Ocean

Behm
Canal

KETCHIKAN

INNER REACHES EASTERN COVES
7 NIGHTS, JUNEAU TO KETCHIKAN (*or reverse)
2017 Saturday Departures

Wilderness Discoverer

NAV

TRB

PAT

XPL

—

SGL

CHARTER

May 20*; Sep 2

$3,195

$3,995

$4,395

$6,195

—

$4,795

$316,395

Jun 10; Jul 8; Aug 5

$3,595

$4,395

$4,795

$6,595

—

$5,395

$346,795

Wilderness Explorer

—

TRB

PAT

XPL

—

SGL

CHARTER

Sep 23

—

$2,895

$3,195

$4,395

—

$4,345

$263,595

May 6; Aug 26

—

$3,995

$4,395

$5,595

—

$5,995

$318,795

Jun 3; Jul 1H, 29

—

$4,395

$4,795

$5,995

—

$6,595

$348,395

Safari Endeavour

MST

CMN

CPT

ADM

COM

SGL

CHARTER

May 7*; Sep 10

$4,295

$4,595

$5,095

$5,795

$8,395

$5,795

$432,595

Safari Explorer

MST

CMN

CPT

ADM

COM

SGL

CHARTER

May 19*; Sep 8

$5,995

$6,595

$7,195

$8,295

$9,795

$7,195

$244,795

2017 Sunday Departures

PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See pages 42-47 for details.

2017 Friday Departures

Theme departure: H=Holiday

FARES FROM $3,195
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.
A passport is required on this itinerary (non US citizens).

ADM=Admiral; CMN=Commander; COM=Commodore Suite; CPT=Captain; XPL=Explorer; MST=Master;
NAV=Navigator; PAT=Pathfinder; SGL=Single; TRB=Trailblazer
$250 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available for select vessels/cabins.

undescribable.
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Explore
KETCHIKAN
TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST
PRINCE OF WALES ISLAND
CHATHAM STRAIT
FREDERICK SOUND
KAKE
THE BROTHERS ISLANDS
STEPHENS PASSAGE
TRACY ARM WILDERNESS
JUNEAU

Included Highlights

36

•

Adventure cruise

•

Explore “wild and woolly”
wilderness

•

Twin Sawyer Glaciers

•

Whale watching in Stephens
Passage and Frederick Sound

•

El Capitan Cave ranger hike

•

Visit Kake Tlingit village

•

Wildlife viewing in Tracy Arm
Wilderness

•

Captain’s Choice exploration at
Kuiu Island

•

Observe a Steller sea lion
haulout at The Brothers Islands

•

Kayak, paddle board, skiff, and
hike in Chatham Strait and
Tongass National Forest

UnCruise.com

Inner Reaches
Western Coves
7 NIGHTS | KETCHIKAN TO JUNEAU, ALASKA

FIRST A BEACHCOMB, THEN A COLD BUT COOL
SNORKEL, IT’S A DAY FULL OF SURPRISES…

BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA
ALASKA

Starfish, hermit crabs, anemones, limpets, giant kelp… Turn a
stone—or swim around one and find something new. A special
treat, we’re back on the beach for a nighttime bonfire. Achieving
the perfect golden roast of a marshmallow proves difficult with
the spectacular distraction of the setting sun and the crew’s
salty sea stories that elicit side-aching belly laughs.
DAY 1 Warmly welcomed aboard,
settle in and keep watch for eagles
cruising through the Tongass Narrows
out of Ketchikan.
DAYS 2-7 It was wild and woolly
then, and as you’ll discover, it still holds
true today. Neither liquid sunshine, nor
cloud failure gets in the way on this
journey. The wilderness is very much
alive with raw forest and an abundance
of wildlife both above and below the
water’s surface. Take to the water by
kayak, paddle board, and skiff, keeping
watch for a vast array of marine life.
At The Brothers Islands, uncover a
haulout for Steller sea lions; in two
popular summer whale feeding
grounds—Frederick Sound and Stephens
Passage—join playful porpoise, orca, and
humpbacks; and along shore, keep your
eyes alert for sea birds, eagles, wolves,
and black bear. And on a private tour of
Kake village, uncover totem legends and
the rich heritage of Tlingit culture.

In the outer reaches of this coastline,
try an optional snorkel to peek below
the surface. Join a forest ranger on a
high forest trail hike to explore inside
El Capitan Cave, the largest known
cave in Alaska and one of the largest
mapped caves in the Americas. Pass
by hundreds of waterfalls and some of
the largest icebergs in Alaska to reach
the Twin Sawyer Glaciers at the end of
a winding fjord. On your final evening
aboard, join your captain and crew
for a farewell toast during dinner and
celebrate your spirit of adventure with
a slideshow presentation.

JUNEAU

Stephens Passage
Tracy Arm

Admiralty
Island
Chatham Strait

The Brothers Islands
Frederick Sound
KAKE

Baranof
Island
Bay of Pillars

Pacific Ocean

KETCHIKAN

El Capitan Cave
Prince of
Wales
Island

DAY 8 Bid adieu to new friends over
breakfast. Disembark and transfer to
the Juneau airport or your UnCruise
land extension.

INNER REACHES WESTERN COVES
7 NIGHTS, KETCHIKAN TO JUNEAU
2017 Saturday Departures

PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See pages 42-47 for details.

Wilderness Discoverer

NAV

TRB

PAT

XPL

SGL

CHARTER

Jun 17; Jul 15; Aug 12

$3,595

$4,395

$4,795

$6,595

$5,395

$346,795

Wilderness Explorer

—

TRB

PAT

XPL

SGL

CHARTER

May 13; Sep 2

—

$3,995

$4,395

$5,595

$5,995

$318,795

Jun 10; Jul 8; Aug 5

—

$4,395

$4,795

$5,995

$6,595

$348,395

NAV=Navigator; PAT=Pathfinder; SGL=Single; TRB=Trailblazer; XPL=Explorer

FARES FROM $3,595
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.

$250 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available for select vessels/cabins.

A passport is required on this itinerary (non US citizens).

unusual.
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Ultimate Adventure

BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA

ALASKA
JUNEAU

14 NIGHTS | ROUNDTRIP JUNEAU, ALASKA

Stephens Passage
Admiralty
Island
Frederick Sound
Chatham Strait
Baranof
Island

Tracy Arm
Fords Terror Wilderness
Dawes Glacier
Endicott Arm
The Brothers Islands
Thomas Bay
KAKE
Wrangell Narrows
WRANGELL
Yes Bay

Bay of Pillars

Pacific Ocean

Explore
JUNEAU
ENDICOTT ARM WILDERNESS
FORDS TERROR WILDERNESS
STEPHENS PASSAGE
THOMAS BAY
WRANGELL NARROWS
WRANGELL
BEHM CANAL
MISTY FJORDS NATIONAL
MONUMENT
KETCHIKAN
TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST
PRINCE OF WALES ISLAND
CHATHAM STRAIT
FREDERICK SOUND
KAKE
THE BROTHERS ISLANDS
STEPHENS PASSAGE
TRACY ARM WILDERNESS

Be the ultimate adventurer and combine all the wilderness, wildlife, exploration,
and tranquility of both the Eastern and Western Coves adventures. For complete
descriptions, refer to Inner Reaches Eastern Coves (page 34) and Western Coves
(page 36).
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El Capitan Cave
Prince of
Wales
Island

Misty Fjords
National
Monument
Behm
Canal

KETCHIKAN

Fares on 2-week
Alaska adventures
reflect a

5% SAVINGS!

ULTIMATE ADVENTURE
14 NIGHTS, ROUNDTRIP JUNEAU
(Inner Reaches Eastern + Western Coves)
2017 Saturday Departures

Wilderness Discoverer

NAV

TRB

PAT

XPL

SGL

Jun 10; Jul 8; Aug 5

$6,845

$8,345

$9,095

$12,545

$10,270

Wilderness Explorer

—

TRB

PAT

XPL

SGL

May 6; Aug 26

—

$7,595

$8,345

$10,645

$11,395

Jun 3; Jul 1, 29

—

$8,345

$9,095

$11,395

$12,520

NAV=Navigator; PAT=Pathfinder; SGL=Single; TRB=Trailblazer; XPL=Explorer
$500 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available for select vessels/cabins.

FARES FROM $6,845
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112. 		
A passport is required on this itinerary (non US citizens).

Ultimate Bays & Fjords

Glacier Bay
National Park Marble Island
Bartlett Cove
Lynn Canal
Margerie Glacier
Grand Pacific
Glacier

JUNEAU
Stephens Passage
Fords Terror Wilderness
Admiralty
Dawes Glacier
Island
Endicott Arm
Chatham Strait
Thomas Bay

Icy Strait

14 NIGHTS | SITKA TO KETCHIKAN, ALASKA

BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA

Chichagof
Island
Peril Strait
Sergius Narrows

Frederick Sound

SITKA

WRANGELL

Baranof
Island

Pacific Ocean

Yes Bay

ALASKA

Misty Fjords
National
Monument
Behm
Canal

KETCHIKAN

Explore
SITKA
PERIL STRAIT
SERGIUS NARROWS
CHICHAGOF ISLAND
BARANOF ISLAND
NEVA STRAIT
GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK
ICY STRAIT
JUNEAU l MENDENHALL GLACIER
ENDICOTT ARM WILDERNESS
FORDS TERROR WILDERNESS
STEPHENS PASSAGE
THOMAS BAY
WRANGELL NARROWS
WRANGELL
BEHM CANAL
MISTY FJORDS NATIONAL
MONUMENT
KETCHIKAN

Combine Glacier Bay National Park and rainforests of the Northern Passages
with the waterfalls and fjords of the Eastern Coves for a 15-day adventure-filled
exploration. For complete descriptions, refer to Northern Passages & Glacier Bay
(page 32) and Inner Reaches Eastern Coves (page 34).

Fares on 2-week
Alaska adventures
reflect a

5% SAVINGS!

ULTIMATE BAYS & FJORDS
14 NIGHTS, SITKA to KETCHIKAN
(Northern Passages & Glacier Bay + Inner Reaches Eastern Coves)
2017 Saturday Departures

Wilderness Discoverer

NAV

TRB

PAT

XPL

SGL

Aug 26

$6,445

$7,995

$8,745

$12,145

$9,670

Jun 3

$6,845

$8,345

$9,095

$12,545

$10,270

Jul 1, 29

$7,195

$8,745

$9,495

$12,895

$10,795

Wilderness Explorer

—

TRB

PAT

XPL

SGL

Sep 16

—

$6,145

$6,845

$9,095

$9,220

Aug 19

—

$8,345

$9,095

$11,395

$12,520

May 27; Jun 24; Jul 22

—

$8,745

$9,495

$11,795

$13,120

NAV=Navigator; PAT=Pathfinder; SGL=Single; TRB=Trailblazer; XPL=Explorer
$500 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available for select vessels/cabins.

FARES FROM $6,145
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112. 		
A passport is required on this itinerary (non US citizens).

unrestricted.
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Ultimate Coves &
Passages
14 NIGHTS | KETCHIKAN TO SITKA, ALASKA

Grand Pacific
Glacier

Glacier Bay
National Park

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Marble Island
CANADA
Bartlett Cove
Lynn Canal
Margerie Glacier
JUNEAU
Icy Strait
Stephens Passage
Tracy Arm
Chichagof Admiralty
Island
Island
Peril Strait
The Brothers Islands
Sergius Narrows
Frederick Sound
KAKE

SITKA

Chatham Strait

Kuiu
Island

Baranof
Island

ALASKA

Bay of Pillars

Pacific Ocean

El Capitan Cave
Prince of
Wales
Island

Explore
KETCHIKAN
TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST
PRINCE OF WALES ISLAND
CHATHAM STRAIT
FREDERICK SOUND
KAKE
THE BROTHERS ISLANDS
STEPHENS PASSAGE
TRACY ARM WILDERNESS
JUNEAU l MENDENHALL GLACIER
GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK
ICY STRAIT
CHICHAGOF ISLAND
BARANOF ISLAND
NEVA STRAIT
PERIL STRAIT
SERGIUS NARROWS
SITKA

Combine all the wild and woolly wilderness of the Western Coves with Glacier
Bay National Park and the wildlife of the Northern Passages for an unsurpassable
adventure. For complete descriptions, refer to Inner Reaches Western Coves
(page 36) and Northern Passages & Glacier Bay (page 32).
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KETCHIKAN

Fares on 2-week
Alaska adventures
reflect a

5% SAVINGS!

ULTIMATE COVES & PASSAGES
14 NIGHTS, KETCHIKAN to SITKA
(Inner Reaches Western Coves + Northern Passages & Glacier Bay)
2017 Saturday Departures

Wilderness Discoverer

NAV

TRB

PAT

XPL

SGL

Jun 17; Jul 15; Aug 12

$7,195

$8,745

$9,495

$12,895

$10,795

Wilderness Explorer

—

TRB

PAT

XPL

SGL

Sep 2

—

$7,195

$7,995

$10,245

$10,795

May 13

—

$8,345

$9,095

$11,395

$12,520

Jun 10; Jul 8; Aug 5

—

$8,745

$9,495

$11,795

$13,120

NAV=Navigator; PAT=Pathfinder; SGL=Single; TRB=Trailblazer; XPL=Explorer
$500 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available for select vessels/cabins.

FARES FROM $7,195
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112. 		
A passport is required on this itinerary (non US citizens).

Ultra Adventure

Glacier Bay
Grand Pacific
National Park Marble Island
Glacier
Bartlett Cove
Lynn Canal
Margerie Glacier

JUNEAU

Icy Strait

21 NIGHTS | SITKA TO JUNEAU, AK (*or reverse)

ALASKA

BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA

Chichagof
Island
Peril Strait

Stephens Passage
Tracy Arm
Fords Terror Wilderness
Admiralty
Dawes Glacier
Island
Endicott Arm

Sergius Narrows

Explore
SITKA
SERGIUS NARROWS
PERIL STRAIT
NEVA STRAIT
BARANOF ISLAND
CHICHAGOF ISLAND
GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK
ICY STRAIT
ENDICOTT ARM WILDERNESS
FORDS TERROR WILDERNESS
STEPHENS PASSAGE
THOMAS BAY
WRANGELL NARROWS
WRANGELL
BEHM CANAL
MISTY FJORDS NATIONAL
MONUMENT
KETCHIKAN
TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST
PRINCE OF WALES ISLAND
CHATHAM STRAIT
FREDERICK SOUND
KAKE
THE BROTHERS ISLANDS
TRACY ARM WILDERNESS
JUNEAU l MENDENHALL GLACIER

Embrace the ultra Southeast Alaska expedition by combining all the wildlife, wonder,
wildness, and adventure of the Eastern and Western Coves with Northern Passages and
Glacier Bay. For complete descriptions, refer to Northern Passages & Glacier Bay (page
32), Inner Reaches Eastern Coves (page 34), and Western Coves (page 36).

Thomas Bay
KAKE

SITKA

Wrangell Narrows

Kuiu
Baranof
Island
Island
Bay of Pillars

Pacific Ocean

WRANGELL
Yes Bay

Behm
Canal

El Capitan Cave

KETCHIKAN

Prince of
Wales
Island

Fares on a 3-week
Alaska adventure
reflect a

Misty Fjords
National
Monument

7% SAVINGS!

ULTRA ADVENTURE
21 NIGHTS, SITKA to JUNEAU to KETCHIKAN to JUNEAU (*or reverse)
(Inner Reaches Eastern + Western Coves + Northern Passages & Glacier Bay)
2017 Saturday Departures

Wilderness Discoverer

NAV

TRB

PAT

XPL

SGL

Jun 3

$10,045

$12,245

$13,395

$18,395

$15,070

Jun 10*; Jul 1, 8*, 29; Aug 5*

$10,395

$12,645

$13,745

$18,795

$15,595

Wilderness Explorer

—

TRB

PAT

XPL

SGL

Aug 26*

—

$10,795

$11,895

$15,245

$16,195

May 6*; Aug 19

—

$11,895

$12,995

$16,345

$17,845

May 27; Jun 3*, 24
Jul 1*, 22, 29*

—

$12,645

$13,745

$17,095

$18,970

NAV=Navigator; PAT=Pathfinder; SGL=Single; TRB=Trailblazer; XPL=Explorer
$750 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available for select vessels/cabins.

FARES FROM $10,045
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112. 		
A passport is required on this itinerary (non US citizens).

unabridged.
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Explore
FAIRBANKS
DENALI NATIONAL PARK
TALKEETNA
KNIK RIVER VALLEY
ANCHORAGE

Included Highlights
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•

UnCruise Adventures escorted
land tour

•

Overnights in Denali National
Park, Knik River Valley,
Anchorage, and Fairbanks

•

From Fairbanks to Denali to
Talkeetna by luxury dome train
with guided narration

•

Interpretive tour and transfer
into Denali National Park

•

Wildlife viewing, wilderness
hikes, fly fishing, and other
outdoor activities

•

Historic Independence Mine visit

•

Native culture and dog musher
presentations

•

Time on own in Talkeetna

•

Alaska Native Heritage Center

UnCruise.com

Denali National Park
& Knik River Valley
PRE- & POST-CRUISE ESCORTED TOURS

Fresh morning air is crisp against our cheeks. The
supreme quiet of dawn was interrupted only by chirping
birds and the rushing river. Coffee in hand, from the porch
of our cabin, we scanned the wide valley stretching out
before us. Catching my eye, the massive rack was unmistakable.
The long-legged moose dipped his head down again to take
another drink. The call of the wild in Alaska is undeniable.
The Alaska experience wouldn’t be complete without a
visit to the state’s heartland. Take a multi-night journey
into mountain wilderness. Each vantage point—whether a
bustling town, riding the Alaska Railroad, or in the most
remote backcountry location—offers a multitude of stunning
vistas and things to do. Grizzly bears, caribou, moose, and
Dall’s sheep are just a few of the species that roam these
lands. Denali National Park and Preserve—home to 20,320-foot
Mt. Denali—encompasses a 6-million-acre subarctic ecosystem
of extraordinary beauty and astonishing wildlife. Nestled
beneath the Chugach Mountains and surrounded by vast
forest, the Knik River valley is the epitome of remote.

“The folks [at Knik River Lodge] are TERRIFIC!!! We did
a glacier expedition with them and were blown away
with the experience. Great time and best way to go!”
— Linda D, Richlands, NC (Alaska 2016)

unlimited.
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Alaska Rail, Denali &
Knik River Wilderness

6 NIGHTS, PRE-CRUISE LAND TOUR
Wilderness Adventurer, Wilderness Discoverer, Wilderness Explorer

6 NIGHTS | FAIRBANKS TO ANCHORAGE, AK

DAY 1 (Sun) Arrive Fairbanks
You’ll be met at the Fairbanks airport
and transferred to the Rivers Edge
Resort (or similar). At the evening’s
wine reception, your tour escort
provides an overview of the days ahead.
DAY 2 (Mon) Denali National Park
You’re off to the Fairbanks train station
this morning, where it’s first-class travel
with best-of-the-best seating in the
upper-level of your domed rail car.
Guided commentary provides insight
as awe-inspiring views roll by. Arriving
in Denali, enjoy lunch before heading
into the park on a stunning half-day
bus ride—your lively driver regales with
stories of flora, fauna, and history. Share
the journey’s highlights during familystyle dinner and enjoy your night at
Kantishna Roadhouse (or similar). (BLD)
DAY 3 (Tue) Denali National Park
Wake in the heart of Alaskan wilderness.
Hike or fly fish. Mountain bike to Wonder
Lake. Or try your luck panning for gold.
For an additional fee, take a flightseeing
trip or relax with a massage. After a day
filled with activity and fresh mountain air,
settle in for a tranquil night at Kantishna
Roadhouse (or similar). (BLD)
DAY 4 (Wed) Talkeetna/Knik River
Today is packed with superb scenery,
sunup to sundown! An early morning
bus to the Denali rail depot, and you’re
on the train to Talkeetna, with views
unfolding outside your first-class deluxe
dome rail car. At the convergence of
three rivers, stretch your legs on a short
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walk through town on your own. Back on
the bus, it’s an eye-popping ride along the
Susitna River and Alaska Range. Greeted
at the Knik River Lodge, you’ll be escorted
to dinner before settling in to your plush
wilderness cabin—outfitted with luxurious
amenities and your own deck! (BLD)
DAY 5 (Thu) Knik River
Start with a hot meal in the lodge. Then,
step outside for a day of exploration! Hike
a Chugach Mountain trail from the lodge
and ride to Hatcher Pass to visit historic
Independence Mine. Glacier flightseeing
and dog sledding are available for
additional fees. This evening, be treated
to a dog musher presentation and
special farewell dinner. (BD)
DAY 6 (Fri) Anchorage
A mid-morning bus ride brings you to
Anchorage. On the way, visit the Alaska
Native Heritage Center, discovering
traditions and legends through a
presentation of dance, elder talk, and
Native Olympics. A short ride into the city
and the afternoon is yours—stroll town
and pick from the many options for dinner
on your own. Overnight at the Hilton
Anchorage Hotel (or similar). (BL)
DAY 7 (Sat) Depart Anchorage
After breakfast, you’ll be transferred to
the airport for your flight* to join your
adventure. (B)
B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner

DOUBLE: 3,495 | SINGLE: $4,395
$

Prices valid for travel: Jun 4 – Sep 3, 2017

Alaska Rail, Denali &
Knik River Endeavour

7 NIGHTS, PRE-CRUISE LAND TOUR
Safari Endeavour
DAY 1 (Sun) Arrive Fairbanks
DAY 2 (Mon) Denali National
Park (BLD)
DAY 3 (Tue) Denali National 		
Park (BLD)
DAY 4 (Wed) Talkeetna/Knik 		
River (BLD)
DAY 5 (Thu) Knik River

(BD)

DAY 6 (Fri) Anchorage

(BL)

DAY 7 (Sat) Anchorage/Juneau
After breakfast, bid adieu to your tour
escort and transfer to the airport for
your flight* to Juneau. Enjoy the day
at leisure after checking in to your
included hotel. Like many towns and
cities in Alaska, Juneau was founded as
a mining settlement. Explore the state’s

capital city and uncover its colorful
history, restaurants, and shops. (B)

7 NIGHTS | FAIRBANKS TO JUNEAU, AK

DAY 8 (Sun) Juneau
Check out, then join your guides for
a short drive to Mendenhall Lake.
Push off from shore and canoe or
kayak among icebergs, temperate
rainforest, and glittering Nugget Falls.
Watch for wildlife—mountain goats,
black bears, river otters, beavers,
eagles. After a beach landing, hike to
Mendenhall Glacier and onto the ice
before your return paddle across the
lake. In Juneau, relax in our hospitality
area before embarking on the Safari
Endeavour (B)
For details on Days 1-6, refer to page 44 (Days 1-6)
B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner

DOUBLE: $3,645 | SINGLE: $4,595
Prices valid for travel: Jun 4 – Sep 3, 2017

6- & 7-night pre-cruise packages (pages 44 - 45) include: Meet & greet; airport/
hotel/vessel transfers; baggage handling; listed hotel accommodations and meals;
hotel taxes/fees.
Not Included: *any combination of flights to/from home city/Juneau/Ketchikan/Sitka/
Fairbanks/Anchorage; gratuities; optional activities; personal expenses.

unaccustomed.
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Alaska Rail, Denali,
Knik River & Juneau
8 NIGHTS | JUNEAU TO ANCHORAGE, AK

8 NIGHTS, POST-CRUISE LAND TOUR
Safari Explorer, Safari Quest
DAY 1 (Fri) Arrive Juneau
Met by your local guides after
disembarking, explore the wilderness
surrounding Juneau. After short drive
to Mendenhall Lake, push off from
shore and canoe or kayak among
icebergs, temperate rainforest, and
glittering Nugget Falls. Watch for
wildlife—mountain goats, black
bears, river otters, beavers, eagles.
Make a beach landing, then hike to
Mendenhall Glacier and onto the ice.
Returning to the beach, paddle back
across the lake. Tonight, choose among
Juneau’s restaurants for dinner on your
own. Overnight at the Four Points by
Sheraton Juneau (or similar).

of Native artifacts. On a 3-hour
riverboat tour, watch a bush pilot
take off in a floatplane alongside the
boat, visit the home and kennels of
a former four-time Iditarod winner
and see her champion sled dogs
in action, and learn about ancient
Athabascan culture at a Chena Indian
Village. Back on dry land, your tour
escort will provide an overview of
the days ahead at a wine and cheese
reception. Lunch and dinner today
are on your own. (B)
DAY 4 (Mon) Denali National Park
(BLD)

DAY 5 (Tue) Denali National Park
DAY 2 (Sat) Fairbanks
After breakfast, it’s off to the Juneau
airport for your flight* to Fairbanks.
Transfers to and from your Juneau
and Fairbanks hotels/airports are
included, but you are responsible for
booking your Juneau to Fairbanks
flight*. Once in Fairbanks, settle in at
the River’s Edge Resort (or similar)—
relax, soak up the views from your
cottage patio, or go exploring. (B)

Includes: Meet & greet; airport/hotel/vessel transfers; baggage handling; listed hotel
accommodations and meals; hotel taxes/fees.
Not Included: *any combination of flights to/from home city/Juneau/Ketchikan/Sitka/
Fairbanks/Anchorage; gratuities; optional activities; personal expenses.
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DAY 3 (Sun) Fairbanks
Morning in the Golden Heart City is
yours—visit Pioneer Park, an antique
auto museum, stroll a hiking trail
from town, and take your pick of
Fairbanks’ diverse fare. After lunch,
meet your group for a visit to the
Museum of the North. Discover
Alaska’s biodiversity throughout
the ages and thousands of years

(BLD)

DAY 6 (Wed) Talkeetna/Knik River
(BLD)

DAY 7 (Thu) Knik River

(BD)

DAY 8 (Fri) Anchorage

(BL)

DAY 9 (Sat) Depart Anchorage
After breakfast, you’ll be transferred
to the airport for your flight home. (B)
For details on Days 4-8, refer to page 44 (Days 2-6)

B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner

DOUBLE: $3,795 | SINGLE: $4,795
Prices valid for travel: Jun 4 – Sep 3, 2017
*Juneau to Fairbanks air not included; all airport/hotel
transfers included

Staying Ashore

Timing is Everything!

Before you step on board, or after you disembark your vessel,
extend your UnCruise adventure to explore the diverse and
unique cities along Southeast Alaska’s coastline. Sample Alaskan
fare, chat with locals, and shop for Native art and local crafts.

The “when to go” question comes up often, in fact it’s almost
always the first question asked. Rain, bears, whales, sunlight,
northern lights—how much, how little, how long, what variety,
how high, how low—these are all key interests when planning
your Alaskan vacation. It is “The Great Land”, and therefore,
there is no “cookie cutter” answer to these curiosities.

Juneau
Four Points by Sheraton
Centrally located and overlooking the
waterfront, this newly renovated and
upgraded hotel features spacious water
view rooms and restaurant, and is in
walking distance to Juneau’s shops,
restaurants, and the Mt. Robert’s Tram.

Ketchikan
Cape Fox Lodge
Accessed by tram, the hotel offers
panoramic views of Tongass Narrows
and the city, with Ketchikan’s hot
spots in walking distance. Onsite,
spacious and bright rooms, restaurant,
and lounge offer casual comfort.

Sitka
Westmark Sitka Hotel
Designed to reflect local culture, this
hotel has a large welcoming fireplace,
fine restaurant and lounge, and
comfortable accommodations. Near
the heart of town, many of Sitka’s top
attractions are a short walk away.

Seasonal Variations

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Driest Days
Sunniest Days
Daylight Hours
Northern Lights
Scenery (snow-covered peaks)
Wildflowers

Whale Sightings

MATING

Bear Sightings

MIGRATING

Birding
Spawning Salmon								

			

Apr
Average Total Precipitation (in.) 2.5
Average Max. Temperature (F) 48

May
3
55

Jun
2.5
64
Best

Jul
3.5
63
Good

Aug
4.5
63

Sep
7
57

Moderate

Low

All hotel stays include: Airport meet & greet; airport/hotel/vessel transfers;
accommodations; taxes and service fees.

To learn more, visit UnCruise.com/destinations/all-land-packages

unshaken.
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Mexico’s
Sea of Cortés
48
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Cowboy tunes drift among palo verde trees and the long

PRE- & POST-CRUISE EXTENSIONS

fingers of cardon cacti. Ranchero Julio Ramero sings not

A bustling marketplace, charming
cafes, a warm sandy beach. Before
saying “adios,” relax with a hotel
stay in quaint San José del Cabo.  
We’ve done the homework on
where!

just for fun, but to guide our mules from the beach to the
shady oasis. Earlier this morning, he and his family herded
their mules 20 kilometers over the mountains to meet us
for our ride. This land suits Julio; an easy smile fills his face

See details on pages 52-53.

as he guides you through the magic of the oasis.
In the Sea of Cortés, a 7-night island-hopping cruise
showcases a world of raw beauty. Fill your days with active
adventure, authentic culture, and wildlife—boobies, frigate
birds, humpbacks, blue whales, whale sharks, dolphins, and
mantas. Watch curious gray whales and their babies surface
to look you in the eye. Kayak glassy coves. Snorkel with
playful sea lions. Hike cactus-clad rims. And, in a picturesque
setting of red-rock cliffs, relax on a beach. Discover firsthand
just how small the human presence here is.

“Thank you for another
fabulous dream trip! The
sea lion day was one
of the very best whole
days of my life!”
— Marjorie B, Cheyenne, WY
(Mexico 2014)

unhurried.
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Explore
SAN JOSÉ DEL CABO
LA PAZ
ISLA SAN FRANCISCO
BAHÍA AGUA VERDE
LORETO BAY MARINE PARK
LOS ISLOTES
ISLA PARTIDA
ISLA ESPÍRITU SANTO

Included Highlights
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•

Adventure cruise

•

Sea of Cortés UNESCO World
Heritage Site—a marine life-rich
natural aquarium

•

Watch for whales, mobula rays,
dolphins, and birds

•

Hike, kayak, paddle board, and
explore by skiff

•

Mule ride into the arroyos with
local rancheros

•

Search for gentle whale sharks in
Bahía de La Paz (Nov – mid-Jan; Mar)
–OR–
Watch for gray whales at Bahía
Magdalena (mid-Jan – early-Mar)

•

Snorkel with sea lion pups and
colorful reef fish

•

Convenience of flying in/out of
Los Cabos International Airport

UnCruise.com

Baja’s Bounty
7 NIGHTS | ROUNDTRIP SAN JOSÉ DEL CABO, MEXICO

MASK AND FINS PULLED ON, BIG BREATH TAKEN—
THIS SNORKEL WAS IN DEEPER WATER…
Sliding from the skiff, our guide smiled encouragingly. Swimming
slowly along the craggy islet, schools of fish dodge from our path.
A flash below grabs all attention; then another. With gymnastic
speed, a juvenile sea lion swims up, floating face-to-face, then
zips away. Others join in, swimming loops, peering into faces,
occasionally mouthing my flipper like a puppy.
DAY 1 Joined by your expedition
team, an overland transfer to La Paz
acquaints you with the Baja landscape.
Captain and crew welcome you and
your new mates aboard for cocktails
and dinner.
DAYS 2-7 Wildlife and exploration top
your agenda. Don flippers and search
for marine life below the surface. Keep
your binoculars poised for Blue-footed
boobies, brown pelicans, frigate birds,
tropic birds, and cormorants perched
above, and your eyes peeled for
pods of dolphins, and blue, fin, or
sperm whales as they spout and
dive. Depending on the time of year,
you’ll have a chance to either swim
with whale sharks—the largest known
species of fish in the ocean—in Bahía
de La Paz, or, if the gray whales have
arrived to calve in Magdalena Bay,
travel overland to the Pacific coast
and observe them in the lagoon
from a panga.
At Bahía Agua Verde, experience
“real Baja” on a mule ride with a local

ranchero family; snorkel with agile
sea lion pups at Los Islotes; kayak
along sandy beaches and hike redrock cliffs at Isla Partida and Isla San
Francisco. In a setting straight out
of a movie set, Isla Espíritu Santo’s
bays offer some of the best kayaking,
with time for beachcombing along
the shore or hiking inland among
cacti. Desert landscapes and volcanic
ridges are your backdrop for days
of skiffing, hiking, kayaking, and
paddle boarding, and by night—
stargazing and watching the water
for bioluminescence. Wrap up the
week with a Farewell Dinner and a
slideshow recapping your adventures
from your expedition team.
DAY 8 After breakfast, you’ll be
transferred from La Paz to the Los
Cabos International Airport or your
optional UnCruise hotel stay.

Loreto Bay
Marine Park

BAJA CALIFORNIA SUR

MEXICO

Puerto Escondido

Puerto López Mateos

Bahía
Agua Verde

Isla San Francisco
Los Islotes
Isla Partida
Isla Espíritu Santo

Bahía Magdalena
LA PAZ

Pacific Ocean

Sea of Cortés

Whale Sharks (Nov – mid-Jan; Mar)
Gray Whales (mid-Jan – early-Mar)

SAN JOSÉ DEL CABO

Overland Transfer

CABO SAN LUCAS

BAJA’S BOUNTY
7 NIGHTS, ROUNDTRIP SAN JOSÉ DEL CABO
2017 Saturday Departures

Safari Endeavour

MST

CMN

CPT

ADM

COM

SGL

CHARTER

Nov 11, 18 , 25
Dec 2W, 9, 16

$2,995

$3,395

$3,695

$4,195

$5,895

$4,195

$315,595

Jan 7C, 14, 21M, 28P
Feb 4, 11, 18M, 25
Mar 4, 11, 18M, 25O

$3,375

$3,775

$4,275

$4,775

$6,575

$4,775

$353,495

Dec 23H, 30H

$3,795

$4,195

$4,695

$5,195

$6,995

$5,195

$388,795

H

2018 Saturday Departures

Safari Endeavour

MST

CMN

CPT

ADM

COM

SGL

CHARTER

Jan 6, 13W, 20, 27
Feb 3, 10, 17, 24
Mar 3, 10, 17, 24

$3,595

$3,995

$4,495

$4,995

$6,795

$4,995

$371,995

Theme departures: C=Chairman’s; H=Holiday; M=Marine Biology; O=Birding/Ornithology;
P=Photography; W=Wellness
ADM=Admiral; CMN=Commander; COM=Commodore Suite; CPT=Captain; MST=Master; SGL=Single
$220 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available: Commodore Suite.

PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See page 52 for details.

FARES FROM $2,995
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.
A passport is required on this itinerary.

unhindered.
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Staying Ashore
Enhance your Sea of Cortés island-hopping adventure with a preor post-cruise hotel stay on the southern tip of the Baja Peninsula
in charming San José del Cabo. We’ve put together some sun-nfun options for before or after you step aboard the boat.
San José del Cabo
Casa Natalia
This chic 19-room hotel is set in an
oasis of palm trees and bougainvilleas.
Designed by a renowned architect, it
features an innovative Mexican-Euro
restaurant, full service bar with tapas,
outdoor palapa lounge near cascading
falls and a half-moon swimming pool,
and uniquely designed guest rooms
with a regional motif.
Barceló Grand Faro Los Cabos
An all-inclusive hotel sits perched on
a white sand beach along the sea.
Sweeping views, pampering service,
and inviting spaces offer a tranquil
experience. Spend time swimming in
one of the hotel’s four pools or relax
at one of the 5 restaurants and 3 bars.
Finely appointed rooms have private
balconies and generous amenities for
total comfort during your stay.

All hotel stays include: Airport meet & greet; airport/hotel/vessel transfers;
accommodations; taxes and service fees. Breakfast is included at Casa Natalia;
all meals and drinks are included at Barceló Grand Faro.

To learn more, visit UnCruise.com/destinations/all-land-packages
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UnCruise.com

It’s Always Happening!
Marine life is swimming, birds are flying, and the boat is
sailing—the action doesn’t stop in Mexico’s Sea of Cortés.
While “when to go” isn’t really an issue here, this handy chart
highlights what you might expect on your UnCruise adventure
in the Sea of Cortés.
Desert Flowers

Nov

Seasonal Variations

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Desert Flowers
Dolphins / Orca / Pilot Whales
Gray Whales
Humpback Whales
Blue Whales / Fin Whales
Sperm Whales
California Sea Lions
Whale Sharks
Elephant Seals
Brown Pelicans
Magnificent Frigatebirds
Blue-footed Boobies
Red-Billed Tropicbirds

Average Water Temp. (F)
Average Max. Air Temp. (F)

Nov
77
83

Dec
73
77

Jan
70
74

Feb
66
77

Best

Mar
70
81

Good

Moderate

unwavering.
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Hawaiian Islands
54

UnCruise.com

Danny Akaka, Jr. comes on board to “talk story.” He tells

PRE- & POST-CRUISE EXTENSIONS

about his ancestors, the mana of the land, and aloha spirit

Celebrate a wedding, birthday,
or an adventure you don’t want
to end—with a stay on Moloka‘i
or the Big Island.  We’ve found
you idyllic spots with access to
beaches or world-class golf and
where you can happily get sand
between your toes.

in modern Hawaiian culture. Playing his ukulele, Danny sings a
blessing for the voyage. Later on land, Anakala Pilipo blesses
all again, as a welcome into his waterfall valley home.
Immerse yourself in aloha.
This 7-night exclusive exploration hops among the volcanic

See details on pages 58-59.

islands of Moloka‘i, Lana‘i, Maui, and Hawai‘i. In the largest
marine sanctuary in the world, see marine life leap around
the skiff. Watch for humpback whales and snorkel in a marine
life conservation district. Kayak and paddle board along
sea cliffs, and hike into lush forest. Onboard, relax on deck,
mingle in the lounge, or chat up the captain on the bridge.
Many of the crew members are from the islands—they know
its secrets and keep it authentic. Uncover the islands’ natural
gifts in a way only accessible on an UnCruise adventure.

“Been to Hawaii 10+
times, but still did and
saw things we never
experienced before.
Enjoyed the more
intimate crew interaction
and getting to know
fellow explorers.”
— Mark P, Anacortes, WA
(Hawaii 2016)

unconventional.
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Explore
MOLOKA‘I
LANA‘I
OLOWALU
WEST MAUI
KAILUA-KONA
HAWAI‘I, THE BIG ISLAND

Included Highlights
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•

Adventure & cultural cruise

•

Night snorkel with Giant Pacific
Manta rays

•

Marine life search in the
Humpback National Marine
Sanctuary

•

Evening pa‘ina (feast) and
Hawaiian jam session with
Moloka‘i locals

•

Snorkel among coral gardens
and at a sea turtle habitat

•

Visit Moloka‘i’s ancient Halawa
Valley

•

Discover island history at the
Lana‘i Culture and Heritage
Center

•

Snorkeling, kayaking, paddle
boarding, and skiff exploration

•

Exclusive yacht getaway—
unforgettable for honeymoons

UnCruise.com

Hawaiian Seascapes
7 NIGHTS | MOLOKA‘I TO HAWAI‘I, THE BIG ISLAND (*or reverse)

FOREHEADS AND NOSES TOUCH. INHALING AND
EXHALING TOGETHER, THE KAHUNA OFFERS HIS
WELCOME…

KAUNAKAKAI
LAHAINA

LANA‘I

After the ritual of honi, or “sharing breath,” the revered Hawaiian
elder invites us into his Halawa Valley home with smiles and to talk
story. Lore of the island and the legacy of kahunas, growing taro
and the ancient practice of making poi—it’s not long before I feel
like part of his extended ohana. Hiking through the valley, I can feel
the “mana”—the spiritual and life energy—of this place.
DAY 1 Smiles of aloha from captain
and crew welcome you aboard the
yacht. Sip sparkling wine as you settle
in before dinner and a presentation
about your week ahead.
DAYS 2-7 Get a sense of Hawaii long
ago. Talk story and be enticed by
Hawaiian legend and the hula’s rhythm.
During a week of kayaking, snorkeling,
paddle boarding, and cultural visits,
the history of this ancient homeland
unfolds. With no stop lights and no highrises, you’ll welcome leisure time in the
paniolo town of Kaunakakai, the scent of
plumeria, and Moloka‘i’s slow pace. Gear
up for water play at Lana‘i and hike to
the island’s spatter and cinder cone. And
if you’re lucky, paddle an outrigger from
a Maui beach and linger under Lahaina’s
giant Banyan tree (with tuneful Myna’s
perched limb-to-limb).
The Humpback National Marine
Sanctuary provides front-row seats as

you cruise these marine breeding
grounds keeping watch for dolphins,
whales, and other marine life. By skiff,
explore shores lined with lava tubes and
coconut palm-fringed bays. Discover
coral gardens full of underwater life,
snorkel in a known sea turtle habitat
by day, and at night, with Giant Pacific
Manta rays. Skiff into Kealakekua Bay—
where Captain Cook was slain in 1779—
for some of the island of Hawai‘i’s best
snorkeling. Uncover historic Kailua-Kona
as you leisurely stroll around town.
On your last evening, celebrate your
voyage and the spirit of aloha with
the Captain’s Farewell Dinner and a
photographic recap of your adventure.
DAY 8 Docking at Kawaihae Harbor,
you’ll be transferred to the Kona airport
or to your extended UnCruise hotel stay.

Halawa Valley

MOLOKA‘I

Olowalu

MAUI

Kohala Coast

KAWAIHAE

Pacific Ocean

HAWAI‘I

KAILUA-KONA
Kealakekua Bay
(Cook Bay)

HAWAIIAN SEASCAPES
7 NIGHTS, MOLOKA‘I TO HAWAI‘I, THE BIG ISLAND (*or reverse)
2017 Saturday Departures

Safari Explorer

CMN

CPT

ADM

COM

SGL

CHARTER

Nov 4*, 11, 18H*, 25; Dec 2* $3,795

MST

$4,195

$4,695

$5,495

$6,695

$4,695

$158,895

Jan 7, 14*

$4,195

$4,595

$5,095

$5,895

$7,195

$5,095

$173,295

Dec 9, 16*

$4,495

$4,895

$5,395

$6,195

$7,495

$5,395

$183,795

Jan 21, 28*; Feb 4, 11*, 18, 25* $4,595
Mar 4, 11*, 18, 25*; Apr 1

$4,995

$5,495

$6,295

$7,595

$5,495

$187,295

Dec 23H, 30H*

$4,995

$5,395

$5,895

$6,695

$7,895

$5,895

$200,895

Safari Explorer

MST

CMN

CPT

ADM

COM

SGL

CHARTER

Jan 6, 13*

$4,495

$4,895

$5,395

$6,195

$7,495

$5,395

$183,795

Jan 20, 27*
Feb 3, 10*, 17, 24*
Mar 3, 10*, 17, 24*, 31

$4,895

$5,295

$5,795

$6,595

$7,795

$5,795

$197,795

2018 Saturday Departures

PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See page 58 for details.

FARES FROM $3,795
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.
A passport is required on this itinerary (non US citizens).

Theme departure: H=Holiday
ADM=Admiral; CMN=Commander; COM=Commodore Suite; CPT=Captain; MST=Master; SGL=Single
$300 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available: Admiral, Commodore Suite.

unleashed.
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Staying Ashore
Whether it’s world-class golf, time by the pool, or even getting
married in paradise, relax just the way you want for a few more days.
Extend the adventure with a pre- or post-cruise stopover—these
carefully selected hotels and resorts offer the services you’re looking for.
Moloka‘i
Hotel Moloka‘i
Located on the exotic beach of
Kamiloloa and adjacent to Hawaii’s
only barrier reef is a genuine
hideaway that offers an authentic
Hawaiian experience. Removed
from all things mainstream, find a
Polynesian village of bungalows with
modern conveniences.

Hawai‘i, The Big Island
Mauna Kea Beach Hotel
Escape in luxury and unmistakable
style on the golden shores of the
Kohala Coast. Refined furnishings
and finishing touches are subtly
supported by hi-tech bells and
whistles to produce the ultimate
experience.
Hapuna Beach Prince Hotel
Situated on 32 oceanfront acres on
sunny Kohala Coast, the hotel features
an 18-hole golf course, natural white
sand beach, and a salon and spa. All
guest rooms are ocean-facing with
terrace or Hapuna Beach views.

All hotel stays include: Airport meet & greet; airport/hotel/vessel transfers;
accommodations; taxes and service fees.

To learn more, visit UnCruise.com/destinations/all-land-packages
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UnCruise.com

Romantic Hawaii
Say “Aloha au ia ‘oe” (I love you) in Hawaiian paradise. For the
commitment of a lifetime, create a memory of a lifetime!
After saying “I do!”—or for your anniversary or “just because”—celebrate
with an aloha cruise. Step aboard the 36-guest Safari Explorer for a special
escape for two. Or, for a private weeklong charter for you, your new spouse,
and your closest family and friends. All the amenities, activities, and onboard
coordination are planned for you. All you’re responsible for is having fun and
reveling in togetherness! What could be a better setting than the islands of
aloha and an UnCruise romance package?
Romance in Paradise celebration (all at no extra charge):
•

Champagne and roses

•

Welcome bottle of Dom Perignon, chocolate-covered strawberries, fine
cheeses, and grapes

•

Petal-strewn bed

•

A honeymoon fête one night at a private dinner

•

First choice appointment times for your complimentary massage

•

Premium wines stocked in the Wine Library

The Romance Package is exclusively available when booking an Admiral cabin
or a top-deck Commodore Suite (with master bedroom, living room, step-out
balcony, and refrigerator). Both options feature view windows, a king bed, and
Jacuzzi tub.

unveiled.
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Costa Rica
& Panamá
60

UnCruise.com

Costa Rica
Falling in love with an Eden-like jungle is easy. Homesteading
a life there takes sweat-and-blood commitment. Harvey and
Susan did just that to build their ecolodge. They say it was
the Osa Peninsula’s biodiversity and conservation dreams
that brought them here. Now, sharing the jungle’s flora
and fauna is their daily motivation. In Costa Rica, tap your

PRE- & POST-CRUISE EXTENSIONS
The emerald interior is not to be
missed! Gain a treetop view in the
cloud forest and see Costa Rica’s
fiery volcanic past on an inland
adventure. Or keep it chic with a
boutique hotel stay in the capital
cities of Panamá or Costa Rica.
See details on pages 71-72

senses, especially your sense of wonder. Hike in dry and
wet tropical forests as macaws, sloths, and howler monkeys
keep watch on you. Kayak and skiff coves and mangrove
sanctuaries. And how many of Costa Rica’s 50-plus
hummingbird species will you find?

Panamá
Vibrant purples, pinks, greens, blues. The Emberá all
wear different costumes, and all are bright. Without hint
of shyness, a little hand grasps an adult one, and the local
youngster acts as impromptu guide through the Mogue
village. In Panamá explore the vast Darién Jungle—home
to roseate spoonbills and wily wildlife—by motorized
canoe and hike. Snorkel Guna Yala’s islands (formerly
the San Blas Islands) and discover native customs. In the

“There is no question...
UnCruise Adventures!!!!
We’ve cruised the
Columbia & Snake
Rivers. We’re booked
to see Costa Rica &
Panama. Can’t wait!”
— Joy T, New S. Wales, Australia
Columbia & Snake Rivers 2015)

Gulf of Panamá, search for some of the 2,000 humpback
whales that migrate to these waters each year.
.

unplugged.
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Explore
SAN JOSÉ, COSTA RICA
CURÚ NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
MANUEL ANTONIO NATIONAL PARK
OSA CONSERVATION AREA
GOLFO DULCE
GRANITO DE ORO, COIBA NATIONAL
PARK, PANAMÁ
GULF OF PANAMÁ ISLANDS
PANAMÁ CITY

Included Highlights
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•

Adventure cruise

•

Transit the 48-mile-long Panamá
Canal

•

Visit national parks, one wildlife
refuge, and conservation area

•

Search for untamed wildlife—
sloths, howler monkeys, scarlet
macaws, white-faced capuchins

•

Snorkel and beachcomb on
Panamá’s Granito de Oro

•

Stroll a butterfly- and flower-rich
tropical botanical reserve

•

Hike, snorkel, kayak, paddle
board, and explore by skiff

•

Off-the-beaten path exploration

UnCruise.com

Uncharted Isthmus!
Sloths, Monkeys & Mangroves
7 NIGHTS | SAN JOSÉ, CR TO PANAMÁ CITY, PA

(*or reverse)

Overland Transfer

CRIES FROM THE CANOPY ABOVE SOUNDED THE
ALARM, A DEAFENING CACOPHONY…
A storm was approaching and the howler monkeys above were
ensuring all their brethren knew about it. Though the vegetation
provided excellent cover for the troop, their shouting gave them
away. From the trail below, their bodies were dark against the
foliage. No question—we were in the jungle!
DAY 1 From the hotel hospitality area,
join your fellow adventurers for the
short drive to Caldera Port, where
you’ll board the Safari Voyager and
meet your enthusiastic crew.
DAYS 2-7 Discover an array of wildlife
and wild lands. In the jungle forests
of Curú Wildlife Refuge, Manuel
Antonio National Park, and the Osa
Conservation Area, search from
arboreal heights to forest floor for
spider monkeys, scarlet macaws,
tanagers, two- and three-toed sloths,
army ants, tree frogs, caimans, anteaters,
and white-faced capuchin monkeys.
Keep a keen ear peeled for bellowing
howler monkeys. In the vibrant waters
near Isla Tortuga and Coiba’s Granito
de Oro—a UNESCO World Heritage
Site—snorkeling reveals a bright world
below the water’s surface.
The gardens, butterflies and bats, and
exotic fruits of a tropical botanical
reserve are a feast for the senses. And
not to be outdone, take a spin in a
kayak or board a skiff seeking the rare
flora and fauna of the Golfo Dulce

mangroves. Adventure calls, and at
the end of each day, relax on deck
with a beverage in-hand. On your last
full day, it’s captain’s choice among
the Gulf of Panamá Islands. There
are excellent birding opportunities,
or perhaps you’ll find yourself in
a tiny village at the hemisphere’s
second oldest church. Sail into the
sunset on one of the top bucketlist “to do’s”—transit the 48-milelong Panamá Canal, a marvel of
engineering and human tenacity.
(time varies depending on when
the lock authority gives the final go
ahead for late afternoon or evening).
During your transit, celebrate with a
special Farewell Dinner.
DAY 8 Awake to a tasty breakfast,
then disembark in Colón for your
scenic transfer to the Panamá City
airport, or for your optional UnCruise
post-cruise hotel extension.
PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See pages 71-72 for details.

Caribbean Sea
Nicoya
Peninsula

SAN JOSÉ
CALDERA

Panamá
Canal

COSTA
RICA

Curú National
Wildlife Refuge

COLÓN

PANAMÁ
CITY

Manuel Antonio
National Park

PANAMÁ

Osa Conservation Area

Gulf of
Panamá
Islands

Golfo Dulce

Granito de Oro,
Coiba National Park

Pacific Ocean

UNCHARTED ISTHMUS! SLOTHS, MONKEYS & MANGROVES
7 NIGHTS, SAN JOSÉ TO PANAMÁ CITY (*or reverse)
2017 Saturday Departures

Safari Voyager

MST

Jan 7*, 14, 21*, 28A
Feb 4*, 11P, 18*, 25
Mar 4*, 11, 18*, 25
Apr 1O*, 8, 15*, 22

$3,745 $4,345 $4,745 $5,445 $6,145 $7,345 $5,745 $292,195

CMN

CPT

ADM

JCO

OWN

SGL

CHARTER

Theme departures: A=Alumni; O=Birding/Ornithology; P=Photography
ADM=Admiral; CMN=Commander; CPT=Captain; JCO=Jr. Commodore Suite; MST=Master; OWN=Owner’s Suite
SGL=Single
$250 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available: Admiral, Jr. Commodore Suite, Owner’s Suite.

FARES FROM $3,745
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.
A passport is required on this itinerary.

uncharted.
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Explore
SAN JOSÉ, COSTA RICA
CURÚ NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
–OR– ISLA IGUANA WILDLIFE REFUGE
MANUEL ANTONIO NATIONAL
PARK
OSA CONSERVATION AREA
GOLFO DULCE
GRANITO DE ORO, COIBA
NATIONAL PARK, PANAMÁ
GULF OF PANAMÁ ISLANDS
PANAMÁ CITY

Included Highlights
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•

Adventure cruise

•

One-night hotel stay in
embarkation city—San José or
Panamá City

•

Transit the Panamá Canal

•

Visit national parks, one wildlife
refuge, and conservation area

•

Search for untamed wildlife—
sloths, howler monkeys, scarlet
macaws, white-faced capuchins

•

Snorkel and beachcomb on
Panamá’s Granito de Oro

•

Stroll a butterfly- and flower-rich
tropical botanical reserve

•

Hike, snorkel, kayak, paddle
board, and explore by skiff

•

Off-the-beaten path exploration

UnCruise.com

Unveiled Wonders—
Costa Rica & Panamá Canal
8 NIGHTS | SAN JOSÉ, CR TO PANAMÁ CITY, PA

(*or reverse)

Overland Transfer

SHADOWS DAPPLE THE BOW OF THE KAYAK AND
THE GNARLED FINGERS OF LONG ROOTS…

Nicoya
Peninsula

SAN JOSÉ

Caribbean Sea

CALDERA

The dense canopy spreads wide with wild activity overhead. It’s a
game to find howler monkeys or spider monkeys willing to pause
their branch-to-branch acrobatics for a photo op. And like hideand-go-seek, orchids spring up from mangrove roots. While the
flowers’ hiding places are not all that disguised, the rare cotinga is
giving a good chase.
DAY 1 Transfer to your included hotel
for your overnight in San José. Utilize
the hotel’s amenities to unwind and
soak up the good energy in the land
of pura vida.
DAYS 2-8 You’ll board the Safari
Voyager at Caldera Port before sailing
into adventure. Frigate birds, scarlet
macaws, white-face capuchins,
sloths, army ants and butterflies—
your journey begins with wild flora
and fauna. Uncover colorful and
camouflaged biodiversity on jungle
hikes in Manuel Antonio National
Park, the vast Osa Conservation
Area—home to all four of Costs Rica’s
monkey species—and Curu or Isla
Iguana Wildlife Refuge. It’s a birder’s
paradise in Golfo Dulce—watch for
toucans, hummingbirds, tanagers,
and their feathered friends on a walking
tour through a preserve and by skiff
or kayak through the mangroves.
A kaleidoscope of marine life teems
below the surface. Snorkel, paddle
board, and skiff in the turquoise
waters near Isla Tortuga and Coiba
National Park at postcard-perfect

Granito de Oro—a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. Relax deck-side in the
evenings sharing adventures from the
day with your shipmates, cocktail du
jour and sunset included. Your last
full day will be one to write home
about. Stop for superb bird watching,
or stroll a charming island village—its
captain’s choice as you hop among
the Gulf of Panamá Islands. Later, it’s
a top bucket list experience—transit
ocean-to-ocean along the Panamá
Canal (time varies depending on
when the lock authority gives the
final go ahead for late afternoon or
evening). Celebrate this unforgettable
voyage with a Farewell Dinner and
slideshow by your expedition team.
DAY 9 After an early breakfast, bid
your crew farewell in Colón for your
transfer to the Panamá City airport
or your optional UnCruise hotel stay.

Panamá
Canal

COSTA
RICA

Curú National
Wildlife Refuge

COLÓN

PANAMÁ
CITY

Manuel Antonio
National Park

PANAMÁ

Osa Conservation Area

Gulf of
Panamá
Islands

Golfo Dulce

Isla
Iguana

Granito de Oro,
Coiba National Park

Pacific Ocean

UNVEILED WONDERS—COSTA RICA & PANAMÁ CANAL
8 NIGHTS, SAN JOSÉ TO PANAMÁ CITY (*or reverse)
2017 Friday Departures

Safari Voyager

MST

Jun 23*, 30
Aug 4*, 11, 18*, 25M

$3,795 $4,395 $4,695 $5,495 $6,195 $7,395 $5,795 $294,695

CMN

CPT

ADM

JCO

OWN

SGL

CHARTER

$4,395 $4,995 $5,395 $6,095 $6,795 $7,995 $6,395 $332,495
Nov 3*,10, 17H, 24P
Dec 1* P, 8O, 15*O, 22H, 29*H
2018 Friday Departures

Safari Voyager

Jan 5 , 12* , 19 , 26*
Feb 2, 9*, 16, 23*
Mar 2, 9*,16, 23*, 30
Apr 6*, 13, 20*P, 27P
Jun 29*; Aug 24
W

W

O

MST
O

CMN

CPT

ADM

JCO

OWN

SGL

CHARTER

$4,395 $4,995 $5,395 $6,095 $6,795 $7,995 $6,395 $332,495

Theme departures: H=Holiday; M=Marine Biology; O=Birding/Ornithology; P=Photography;
W=Wellness
ADM=Admiral; CMN=Commander; CPT=Captain; JCO=Jr. Commodore Suite; MST=Master; OWN=Owner’s Suite
SGL=Single
$250 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available: Admiral, Jr. Commodore Suite, Owner’s Suite.

PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See pages 71-72 for details.

FARES FROM $3,795
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.
A passport is required on this itinerary.

Unforgettable.
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Explore
SAN JOSÉ, COSTA RICA
PAPAGAYO GULF
GUANACASTE
ISLAS MURCIÉLAGO
CURÚ NATIONAL WILDLIFE
REFUGE
MANUEL ANTONIO NATIONAL
PARK
GOLFO DULCE
OSA CONSERVATION AREA

Costa Rica
Beaches & Jungles

Included Highlights
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•

Adventure cruise

•

One-night pre-cruise hotel stay
in San José

•

Costa Rica north to south—
discover two distinct coastal,
tropical environments

•

National parks and a wildlife
refuge

•

Forest hikes in search of
wildlife—sloths, howler monkeys,
spider monkeys, white-faced
capuchins, scarlet macaws,
hummingbirds, iguanas

•

Paddle board and snorkel in
marine-life rich Papagayo Gulf

•

Kayak and skiff among the
mangroves of Golfo Dulce

•

Off-the-beaten path exploration

UnCruise.com

8 NIGHTS | ROUNDTRIP SAN JOSÉ, COSTA RICA

Overland Transfer

NEON YELLOW AND ELECTRIC BLUE FLITTERED
PAST, A CONTRAST TO THE SLOW MOVING TURTLE…
Islas Murciélago

The green-gray and brown sea turtle blended into the muted
seascape. But its elegant movements made it stand out from the
busy scene all around. Butterfly fish, horse-eyed jack fish, puffers,
speckled sea stars. While there seemed to be no limit to the
color underwater, the sea turtle commanded attention from our
snorkeling group. Gracefully, it undulated its flipper-like legs,
weaving between us to swim on.
DAY 1 After a warm Costa Rica
welcome, you’ll be transferred to the
included San José hotel for your
overnight stay. Relax from the day of
travel, or explore a bit of the Escazú
neighborhood on your own.
DAYS 2-8 From the north Guanacaste
beaches to the forests of Osa
Conservation Area, the country’s
diverse landscapes and its flora and
fauna are yours to discover. So, dive
right in! Kayak, paddle board, and
snorkel along Papagayo Gulf against
a backdrop of postcard-worthy
beaches and tropical dry forest. An
isolated cove along Islas Murciélago
offers more opportunity to watch
for sea turtles and brightly-colored
tropical fish. This region is known for
stunning sunsets—catch the glow
from the sun deck, with a handcrafted
cocktail in hand.

Macaws, tanagers, motmots, spider
and howler monkeys, sloths, iguanas,
lizards… keep tally of all the species
you find—you’ll surely have a long
list. Hikes in Curú National Wildlife
Refuge, Manuel Antonio National
Park and the vast Osa Conservation
Area reveal wildlife big and small.
The vibrant energy of the forests is
palatable. Dip your toes into Costa
Rica’s azure-blue waters with a snorkel
near Isla Tortuga, and explore by
kayak or skiff. Your week wraps up
with a celebratory Farewell Dinner and
slideshow by your expedition team.

Papagayo
Gulf

Caribbean Sea

SAN JOSÉ

Isla Tortuga

CALDERA

COSTA RICA

Curú National
Wildlife Refuge
Manuel Antonio
National Park
Osa Conservation Area

Pacific Ocean
Golfo Dulce

DAY 9 One last breakfast aboard the
Safari Voyager before the overland
transfer brings you to the airport, or
to your UnCruise hotel stay.

New
COSTA RICA BEACHES & JUNGLES
8 NIGHTS, ROUNDTRIP SAN JOSÉ
2018 Friday Departures

PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See pages 71-72 for details.

Safari Voyager

MST

Jul 6 , 13, 20, 27
Aug 3, 10, 17W

$4,195 $4,795 $5,195 $5,895 $6,595 $7,795 $6,195 $320,295

W

CMN

CPT

ADM

JCO

OWN

SGL

CHARTER

Theme departures: W=Wellness

FARES FROM $4,195

ADM=Admiral; CMN=Commander; CPT=Captain; JCO=Jr. Commodore Suite; MST=Master; OWN=Owner’s Suite
SGL=Single

All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.

$250 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available: Admiral, Jr. Commodore Suite, Owner’s Suite.

A passport is required on this itinerary.

uncompromising.
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Explore
PANAMÁ CITY, PANAMÁ
DARIÉN JUNGLE
PEARL ISLANDS ARCHIPELAGO
CHAGRES RIVER
GUNA YALA
COLÓN

Included Highlights
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•

Adventure cruise

•

Included one-night pre-cruise
hotel stay in Panamá City

•

Transit the Panamá Canal

•

Kayak, paddle board, and
snorkel among Las Perlas and
the Guna Yala islands

•

Exchanges with Guna and
Emberá villagers

•

Explore historic Fort San
Lorenzo—a UNESCO World
Heritage Site

•

Marine life search in the Gulf of
Panamá

•

Wildlife viewing in Darién Jungle
by motorized dugout canoe and
on hikes

•

Bird watching along the Chagres
River

UnCruise.com

Pure Panamá:

Cultures, Coasts & Canal
8 NIGHTS | ROUNDTRIP PANAMÁ CITY, PANAMÁ

Overland Transfer

WHERE THE RIVER ENDS AND THE JUNGLE BEGINS
IS AN IMPERCEPTIBLE LINE…
Guna Yala

Our Emberá guide points to a flock of pelicans in a tight formation,
skimming the water. Reaching the bank, a group from our guide’s
village is there in welcome. In their traditional brightly colored
sarongs and loincloths, their song gets all hands clapping in time.
Graciously, they gift us with our own jagua paint “tattoos” similar
to their own intricate body paint.
DAY 1 Warmly greeted and transferred
to your included Panamá City hotel for
your overnight stay, unwind from your
day of travel or walk to nearby city sites.
DAYS 2-8 Wake up refreshed then
transfer to the Safari Voyager. Meet
your crew and set sail! Shaped by
newcomers over the last 500 years,
the Darién Jungle remains wild and
untouched. Travel the Mogue River by
motorized dugout canoe to a remote
village, learn from the Emberá about
their customs and shop for handicrafts—
especially their highly prized baskets.
Spot wildlife in the Punta Patiño
Nature Reserve—Central America’s
largest protected area. Enjoy a
swashbuckling day of play by kayak,
paddle board, skiff, or snorkel in Las
Perlas, once a favorite of pirates. And
transit the Panamá Canal where
man’s feats meet nature’s splendor
(time varies depending on when
the lock authority gives the final go
ahead for late afternoon or evening).

Visit San Lorenzo Fort—UNESCO World
Heritage Site—on the Chagres River,
where pirates and conquistadors fought
for gold and power. Kayak and skiff in
this migration hot-spot watching for
crested eagle, trogons, toucans, and
white hawks—the action is in the sky.
Guna Yala (formerly the San Blas) is
an indigenous province with over 360
picture-perfect islands. Lounge on a
beach, snorkel in crystalline waters,
and learn the ways of the Guna with
a chance to shop for colorful “molas.”
Wrap up the week with one of our
favorite traditions—a celebratory
Farewell Dinner and slideshow recapping
your week’s adventures.
DAY 9 After breakfast, an overland
transfer brings you to the airport, or
your UnCruise hotel stay.

PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See pages 71-72 for details.

PANAMÁ CITY

PANAMÁ

Gulf of Panamá

Darién
Jungle

Pearl
Islands

Pacific Ocean

PURE PANAMÁ: CULTURES, COASTS & CANAL
8 NIGHTS, ROUNDTRIP PANAMÁ CITY
2017 Friday Departures

Safari Voyager

MST

Jul 7O, 14O, 21, 28M

$3,795 $4,395 $4,695 $5,495 $6,195 $7,395 $5,795 $294,695

CMN

CPT

ADM

JCO

OWN

SGL

CHARTER

Apr 28; May 5, 12
$4,395 $4,995 $5,395 $6,095 $6,795 $7,995 $6,395 $332,495
Jun 2C, 9A, 16; Sep 1, 8, 15
Oct 27
2018 Friday Departures

Safari Voyager

MST

May 4, 11, 18 , 25
Jun 1O, 8O ,15M, 22M
Aug 31M; Sep 7M, 14

$4,395 $4,995 $5,395 $6,095 $6,795 $7,995 $6,395 $332,495

P

FARES FROM $3,795

Caribbean Sea

COLÓN
Panamá
Canal

Chagres
River

P

CMN

CPT

ADM

JCO

OWN

SGL

CHARTER

Theme departures: A=Alumni; C=Chairman’s; M=Marine Biology; O=Birding/Ornithology; P=Photography

All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.
A passport is required on this itinerary.

ADM=Admiral; CMN=Commander; CPT=Captain; JCO=Jr. Commodore Suite; MST=Master; OWN=Owner’s Suite; SGL=Single
$250 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available: Admiral, Jr. Commodore Suite, Owner’s Suite.

unabashedly.
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Ultimate Costa Rica
& Panamá
15 NIGHTS | SAN JOSÉ TO PANAMÁ CITY (*or reverse)

Curú National
Wildlife Refuge

Caribbean Sea

SAN JOSÉ
CALDERA

Manuel Antonio
National Park

Chagres
River

COSTA
RICA

Panamá Canal

Osa
Conservation
Area
Golfo Dulce

PANAMÁ
Gulf of
Panamá
Islands

Granito de Oro,
Coiba National Park

Explore
SAN JOSÉ, COSTA RICA
CURÚ NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
–OR– ISLA IGUANA WILDLIFE REFUGE
MANUEL ANTONIO NATIONAL
PARK
OSA CONSERVATION AREA
GOLFO DULCE
GRANITO DE ORO, COIBA NATIONAL
PARK, PANAMÁ
GULF OF PANAMÁ ISLANDS
GATUN LAKE
PANAMÁ CANAL
PANAMÁ CITY, PANAMÁ
DARIÉN JUNGLE
PEARL ISLANDS ARCHIPELAGO
CHAGRES RIVER
GUNA YALA
COLÓN

Have the ultimate adventure, combine all the jungles, culture, wilderness, wildlife,
and exploration of both the Unveiled Wonders and Pure Panamá adventures. For
complete descriptions, refer to Unveiled Wonders—Costa Rica & Panamá Canal
(page 64) and Pure Panamá: Cultures, Coasts & Canal (page 68).
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COLÓN

Fares on 2-week
adventure cruise
reflect a

Isla Iguana

Pacific Ocean

5% SAVINGS!

ULTIMATE COSTA RICA & PANAMÁ
15 NIGHTS, SAN JOSÉ TO PANAMÁ CITY (*or reverse)
(Unveiled Wonders—Costa Rica & Panamá Canal + Pure Panamá: Cultures Coasts & Canal)
2017 Friday Departures

Safari Voyager

MST

CMN

CPT

ADM

JCO

OWN

SGL

Jun 30; Jul 28*

$7,195

$8,345

$8,945

$10,445

$11,795 $13,995 $10,995

Apr 21; Jun 16*; Aug 25

$7,745

$8,895

$9,645

$10,945

$12,295 $14,545 $11,495

Oct 27*

$8,345

$9,495

$10,245

$11,595

$12,895 $15,195 $12,145

Safari Voyager

MST

CMN

CPT

ADM

JCO

Apr 27; Jun 22*; Aug 24

$8,345

$9,495

$10,245

$11,595

$12,895 $15,195 $12,145

2018 Friday Departures
OWN

SGL

ADM=Admiral; CMN=Commander; CPT=Captain; JCO=Jr. Commodore Suite; MST=Master; OWN=Owner’s Suite;
SGL=Single
$500 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available: Admiral, Jr. Commodore Suite, Owner’s Suite.

FARES FROM $7,195
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112. 		
A passport is required on this itinerary.

Staying Ashore
There is much to explore in these verdant lands. The many
options have been narrowed down to provide excellent
choices if you’re looking to soak up an extra day of welcoming
Tico or Panamanian hospitality before or after the cruise.

San José, Costa Rica
InterContinental
Conveniently located near the airport
just west of San José in chic Escazú,
the hotel is just steps from fantastic
shopping, and restaurants. Tours of
the city, landmark buildings, and
museums are easily accessible.

Panamá City, Panamá
Bristol Hotel
Located in the heart of the financial
district, the intimate and upscale
Bristol Hotel is a reflection of Panamá’s
unique history, architecture, and
dynamic art scene.

All hotel stays include: Airport meet & greet; airport/hotel/vessel transfers;
accommodations; taxes and service fees.

To learn more, visit UnCruise.com/destinations/all-land-packages
uncrowded.
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Arenal Volcano &
Monteverde Cloud
Forest Adventure
5 NIGHTS | SAN JOSÉ TO CALDERA PORT

5 NIGHTS, PRE-CRUISE LAND TOUR
Costa Rica’s exotic interior of volcanoes and rainforest are yours
to explore pre- or post-cruise—by hike, canopy tour, and river
raft—on a land package.
DAY 1 Arrive San José, Costa Rica
Warmly greeted at the San José
airport, you’ll be transferred to the
InterContinental hotel (or similar) for
the night, including a welcome dinner
and briefing from your guide. (D)
DAY 2 Sarapiqui River/La Fortuna
Start with a scenic early morning
drive before rafting the Sarapiquí
River dotted with Class II/III rapids*.
A well-earned lunch—then it’s off
to the volcano! Check in to the
comfortable Arenal Hotel (or similar),
and stroll the gardens, soak in the
therapeutic springs, or simply sit
back and take in the views of Arenal
Volcano. (BLD)
*Must be 9 years of age or older to 		
participate in rafting excursion.

DAY 3 Arenal Volcano National Park /
La Fortuna
Hike along the base of the symmetrical
and stunning Arenal Volcano—stretching
nearly 5,500’ high—through dense
forest and old lava flows. Discover
culture and history at Casona Rio Fortuna
including hands-on presentations,
dance, music, and a tour of a local
family’s farm. After lunch, explore
La Fortuna town. (BLD)
DAY 4 Monteverde
Cross Arenal Lake by boat before a
scenic drive to Monteverde where birds
and biodiversity share the spotlight.
Tour and taste at a high-elevation

coffee plantation, and on a nocturnal
rainforest hike in a private reserve,
watch for wild nightlife. Overnight at
El Establo Mountain Hotel, set in the
heart of the cloud forest. (BLD)
DAY 5 Monteverde
Experience the cloud forest from top
to bottom. Arrive at Selvatura Park
early to watch wildlife from the foot
of towering trees. Then it’s up to the
canopy for a bridge walk and zipline
tour including an optional big swing.
Leisurely walk through a butterfly
farm and hummingbird garden and
in Santa Elena, have free time to
explore. (BLD)
DAY 6 Caldera Port
Take a morning hike in the Monteverde
Cloud Forest Reserve, passing many
waterfalls and giant trees before
transferring to the vessel. (BLD)
Also offered in reverse (Caldera Port
to San José) as a post-cruise land
package.

B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner

DOUBLE: $2,395 | SINGLE: $2,860
Prices valid for travel: January – April 2017
Triple pricing available on request.

DOUBLE: $2,595 | SINGLE: $3,095
Prices valid for travel: October 2017 – April; July, August 2018
Triple pricing available on request.

To learn more, visit UnCruise.com/destinations/all-land-packages
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In the Zone
Each experience in Costa Rica & Panamá is a unique one, with wily
animal life to witness and dramatic landscapes to explore. Many
wildlife and sightings are possible anytime of the year, while
others like migrating birds and marine mammals change with the
seasons. The following charts help you anticipate what land and
water creatures, and other features Mother Nature might have in
store when you visit.
Costa Rica Variations

Jan

Feb

Mar Apr

Jun

Jul

Aug

Nov

Dec

Dry Season
Green Season
NESTING

Iguana / Lizards
Green Sea Turtles
Humpback Whales

MATING

NESTING

HATCHING

Ruby Throated Hummingbirds
Butterflies
Bird Migrations
Pacific Water Temp. (F)
San José Average Air Temp. (F)
Coastal Average Air Temp. (F)

Jan
84
72
87

Feb
84
75
87

Mar
84
77
89

Apr
84
75
89

Jun
84
73
89

Jul
82
73
87

Aug
82
73
86

Nov
81
72
86

Dec
81
72
86

Panamá Variations		
J an Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Dry Season
Green Season
Humpback Whales
Roseate Spoonbills / Ibis
Scarlet and Western Tanagers
Migrating Hummingbirds

MATING

HATCHING

FLEDGLING

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Caribbean Water Temp. (F)
81 81 82 84 85 84 84 84 83 83 82 82
Panamá City Avg. Air Temp. (F) 84 84 84 84 84 82 82 82 84 82 81 81
Best

Good

Moderate

unmistakable.
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Galápagos Islands
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Resting in muddy wallows, the giant tortoise looked at

PRE- & POST-CRUISE EXTENSIONS

peace with the day. Rubber boots kept our toes clean,

You’ve traveled far, take it all
in! The Amazon basin, Native
cultures, and exotic wildlife;
Incan Ruins, Peruvian culture, and
Machu Picchu. We’ve put together
land packages, so see what’s on
your bucket list!

but the shoeless “locals” didn’t mind the mud. The revered
elders of the archipelago—giant Galápagos tortoises—
lumbered among the bushes to snack. So close to these
massive creatures, what must these islands have been
like 2 million years ago when their ancestors arrived? It

See details on page 78

doesn’t get more remote or exotic than this!
Both the Galápagos Islands and Quito’s historic city center
are UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Wander Quito’s Old
Town and overnight in the elegant Casa Gangotena Hotel.
In the Galápagos, step ashore on seven islands and islets
throughout your inclusive cruise. The world’s most iconic
marine habitat, this unspoiled archipelago is filled with
exquisite creatures. Watch giant tortoises, Darwin’s
finches, penguins, flamingos, lava lizards, and rowdy sea
lions in their natural habitat. Hike, snorkel, kayak, and
discover the unexpected.

“We went to the
Galápagos recently with
UnCruise and it was
beyond awesome! Oh,
my it was incredible, a
for sure bucket list trip.”
— Sandy S, Dayton, OH
(Galápagos 2016)

unassuming.
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Explore
QUITO, ECUADOR
ISLA BALTRA
ISLA SEYMOURE NORTE
ISLA ISABELA
ISLA FERNANDINA
ISLA RÁBIDA
ISLA SANTA CRUZ
ISLA FLOREANA

Included Highlights
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•

Adventure Cruise

•

Two UNESCO World Heritage
Sites: Galápagos Islands and
Quito’s Colonial city center

•

Two nights at Quito’s historic,
boutique Casa Gangotena Hotel

•

Six-night Galápagos cruise
aboard La Pinta

•

A private dinner at Quito’s
premier view restaurant

•

Set foot on seven islands and
islets

•

Nesting birds and wildlife in
their natural habitat

•

View marine life by snorkel and
glass-bottom boat

•

Charles Darwin Research Center

•

Certified guides escort small
groups of 12

•

Roundtrip air between Quito/
Galápagos

•

Alcoholic beverages on La Pinta

UnCruise.com

Darwin’s Islands
& Colonial Quito
8 NIGHTS | ROUNDTRIP QUITO, ECUADOR

Galápagos
Islands

FOOT-TO-FOOT, IT’S AN AWKWARD DANCE.
COMPLETE WITH FANCY FOOTWEAR...

Pacific Ocean

This charming welcome party has pulled out all the stops.
Despite the language barrier, the guttural sounds and shrill
squawks are friendly greetings. Found throughout the islands,
the Blue-footed booby is the ultimate ambassador of the
Galápagos.
DAY 1 Your journey begins in Quito,
once the northern capital of the Inca
empire and capital of art of Spanish
America.
DAYS 2-8 Rich in legends and culture,
Quito reveals history through the
ages. Your Spanish Colonial hotel,
Casa Gangotena—voted the #1 Hotel
in Ecuador by TripAdvisor—is steps
from Plaza de San Francisco, built atop
Incan temples and markets. Uncover
pre-Columbian past at an artifact-filled
museum, tour colonial monasteries and
churches, and watch city lights glitter
at a private dinner overlooking Quito.
Aboard La Pinta, step into the heart of
the Galápagos. Spy Blue-footed and
Nazca boobies, swallow-tailed gulls, and
Magnificent Frigatebirds in their cliff-side
nests on Isla Seymour Norte. At Punta
Vicente Roca, a panga ride reveals the
islands’ fiery origins, and plentiful bird
species—flightless cormorants, storm
petrels, Brown Noddy Terns. Conditions
allowing, snorkel a sunken cave among
green sea turtles.
An active volcano hasn’t dissuaded
Isla Fernandina’s residents—spot
prolific land iguanas and penguins.
Search for wildlife at Isla Isabela by
kayak or panga ride—giant tortoises

favor Urbina Bay, whales and dolphins
frequent Bolívar Channel, and penguins
and Galápagos Hawks stake their claim
at Tagus Cove. Sea lions and marine
iguanas sunbathe on Isla Rabida’s
maroon-colored beach—you might
choose to, too. Beach walk among
boobies, yellow warblers, Darwin’s
finches, and pelicans; then cool off
with a snorkel. Hike up Isla Santa Cruz’s
Cerro Dragón for an eagle-eye view
and, in the island’s misty highlands,
see the island’s famed giant tortoises
in their natural habitat. Your last day
is chock-full of adventure—skiff, kayak,
explore Isla Floreana’s green and
white-sand beaches, watch for
flamingos, and pop a postcard in
Post Office Bay’s historic mailbox!
DAY 9 After breakfast, transfer to
Isla Baltra’s airport for the flight to
Quito and then home; or disembark
in Guayaquil for your post-cruise
extension.

Air Route

QUITO

ECUADOR
Guayaquil

Equator

Santiago
Rábida

Ferandina

Seymoure
Norte

BALTRA
Santa Cruz
Isabela

Charles Darwin
Research Station

Floreana

New
DARWIN’S ISLANDS & COLONIAL QUITO
8 NIGHTS, ROUNDTRIP QUITO
2017 Wednesday Departures

La Pinta

CPT

ADM

Feb 22; Mar 22; Apr 19; May 3, 17; Jun 28; Jul 12; Aug 9; Oct 4

$8,295

$8,695

ADM=Admiral; CPT=Captain
Fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares available. Triple fares available: Admiral.

FARES FROM $8,295
PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See page 78 for details.

All onboard meals and Day 2 meals in Quito; alcoholic beverages (uncommon for
Galápagos) and non-alcoholic beverages; 2 nights deluxe hotel accommodations; airfare
between Quito/Galápagos Islands; port fees and taxes; wellness amenities; excursions,
transfers, and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.
A passport is required on this itinerary.

unsurpassed.
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Pre-Cruise:

Amazon Rainforest Voyage

Experience Ecuador’s Amazon Rainforest on a 4-night river cruise, roundtrip Quito.
DAY 1 Quito, Ecuador
Welcomed at the Quito airport, transfer to the Swissotel
for your overnight. Relax and enjoy the ample amenities.
DAY 2 Quito/Amazon Basin/Napo River
Take a short flight to Francisco de Orellana and the
Amazon Basin. A 90-minute motorized canoe ride hums
with life. Board the Anakonda and head down the Napo
River observing the flora and fauna. After dark, take a
rainforest hike amidst astounding nocturnal activity. (BD)
DAY 3 Pañacocha Biological Corridor
At the Pañayacu River delta, a canoe ride brings you to
Pañacocha Biological Corridor. Action is all around—pink
and grey river dolphins, squirrel monkeys, manatee, white
caiman, piranha. Enjoy an Amazon-style barbeque before
hiking jungle trails. (BLD)

Post-Cruise:

DAY 4 Yasuni National Park
Home to two indigenous tribes, Yasuni National Park is
a UNESCO Biological Reserve. Hike to the Parrot Clay
Licks; learn about local traditions at Sani Warmi Kichwa
and Yakukawsay Kichwa Interpretation Centers; and take
a guided evening trail walk. (BLD)
DAY 5 Quito, Ecuador
Fly back to Quito to begin your Quito and Galápagos
adventure. (B)
B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner

STANDARD: DOUBLE: $2,725 | SINGLE: $3,775
DELUXE: DOUBLE: $3,250 | SINGLE: $4,550
Prices per person, in USD. Deluxe cabin can accommodate double or triple.
Valid for travel: Apr 15, 29; May 13; Jun 24; Jul 8, 22; Aug 5; Sep 30, 2017.

Machu Picchu

Explore Peru’s famed Machu Picchu and the Sacred Valley on an 6-night land tour, Guayaquil to Lima.
DAY 1 Guayaquil, Ecuador/Lima, Peru
After the included flight from Guayaquil, you’ll be briefed on
the days ahead and assisted to Lima’s modern Wyndham
Costa del Sol Lima Airport hotel (or similar).
DAY 2 Sacred Valley/Chinchero
An early flight to Cusco and a scenic drive brings you to the
Sacred Valley. Visit colorful Chinchero, a traditional weaving
town. Descend into the valley for lunch at a private estate filled
with pre-Columbian, Inca, and colonial artifacts. Check in at
Inkaterra Hacienda Urubamba. (BLD)
DAY 3 Sacred Valley/Ollantaytambo
A guided walking tour showcases the living Inca hill town and
ruins of Ollantaytambo, laid out as it was in the 1500s. Stroll
the town’s narrow streets and take in sweeping views of the
Sacred Valley. (BLD)
DAY 4 Machu Picchu
Ride the Vistadome rail from Ollantaytambo to Aguas
Calientes. Check in at Inkaterra Machu Picchu Pueblo then it’s
off to Machu Picchu—a UNESCO World Heritage Site. (BLD)
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DAY 5 Machu Picchu/Cusco
Sleep in or catch a Machu Picchu sunrise. Later, hike up
to Inti Punku—the “Sun Gate” and the terminus of the Inca
Trail with the option to continue up Mount Machu Picchu.
Take the train back to Ollantaytambo and drive to Cusco
to check in the historic Palacio del Inka (or similar). (BLD)
DAY 6 Cusco
A UNESCO World Heritage Site, a guided tour explores
Cusco’s key locations: Koricancha (the Temple of the
Sun), the Cathedral, the underground temple of Kenko,
and the stone fortress of Sacsayhuaman. Enjoy a folkloric
show of Andean dance before dinner. (BLD)
DAY 7 Cusco/Lima
The morning is yours—make it a leisurely one, or take in more
of Cusco on your own. A mid-afternoon flight brings you back
to Peru’s capital city in time to catch your flight home. (B)
B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner

DOUBLE: 4,695 | SINGLE: $5,740
$

Prices per person, in USD. Valid for travel: Apr 27; May 11, 25; Jul 6, 20; Aug 3, 17; Oct 12, 2017.

To learn more, visit UnCruise.com/destinations/all-land-packages

Now’s the Time!
Whether drawn to the Galápagos for prolific bird species,
giant tortoises, marine wildlife, or dramatic landscapes, there
are incredible discoveries to be made every month. It’ll be
spectacular whenever you choose to go. This chart will help
gauge what you might expect when visiting the archipelago.
Seasonal Variations

Feb

Mar

Apr May

Jul

Aug Oct

NESTING

Green Sea Turtles
Giant Tortoise
Sea Lions
Lava Lizards
Marine and Land Iguanas

NESTING

Nazca Boobies

MATING

Blue-footed Boobies
Magnificent Frigatebirds
Storm Petrels

NESTING

NESTING

Penguins
Shore Bird Migrations
Flightless Cormorants
Flamingos

Average Water Temp. (F)
Average Max. Air Temp. (F)

Jun

NESTING

Feb
77
86

Mar
77
87

Apr
77
85

May
76
82

Jun
75
79

Jul
72
78

Aug
71
78

Sep
72
75

Best

Oct
73
79

Good

Unforgettable.
uninterrupted.

79

Columbia &
Snake Rivers
80
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A soft bhram-bhram, the hand drum sets the rhythm.

PRE- & POST-CRUISE EXTENSIONS

JR Spencer’s chanting seems to be in his native Nez Perce.

Fine art, boutique shopping,
craft breweries and hip culture
of Portland, Oregon. Or a Rocky
Mountaineer adventure by rail.
Hand-picked options to enhance
your river cruise.

With a wink and now in English, his song is about chocolate
cookies. Humor does not overshadow tradition, though it
has its place. He next tells of his tribe’s connection with
the sly coyote. As old legends live on, new ones are born.
Pull up a chair, take a taste, and hear a modern tale about

See details on page 93

newlyweds set on Red Mountain’s treeless slopes. Striking
out to make their fortune, the young pair battled wind,
heat, and snakes. Owners Keith and ReNae regale with
stories from the early years of Terra Blanca Winery.
Along the rivers, a pioneer spirit and dramatic vistas are
at play with man’s achievements. Aboard an 88-guest
replica coastal steamer, geology, history, Lewis & Clark,
and world-class winemaking come front and center.
Historians, heritage guides, guest experts, and vintners.
Premium excursions ashore to museums, forts, and
wineries. It’s all included. Cruising upriver and back—
nearly 1,000 miles—discover how the region’s varied past
has shaped the landscape.
.

“We had a wonderful
cruise on the S.S. Legacy.
We wanted to do it
all over again as we
finished our cruise.
Learning the historical
details about Lewis and
Clark was a highlight!”
— Patricia M, Stowe, OH
(Columbia & Snake Rivers 2016)

unanticipated.
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Explore
PORTLAND, OREGON
COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE
NATIONAL SCENIC AREA
CLARKSTON, WASHINGTON
HELLS CANYON
RICHLAND
WASHINGTON WINE COUNTRY
THE DALLES, OREGON
ASTORIA

Included Highlights
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•

River and history cruise

•

Lewis & Clark’s journey

•

Premium shore excursions

•

Columbia River Gorge and
Multnomah Falls

•

Transit eight locks and tour the
Bonneville Dam Visitor Center

•

Jet boat ride into Hells Canyon

•

Visit Columbia River Maritime
Museum and Astoria Column

•

Tours to Fort Clatsop, Maryhill
Museum, Hanford Reach and
Columbia Gorge Interpretive
Centers

•

Private tour, tasting, and picnic
lunch at Terra Blanca Winery &
Estate Vineyard

•

Hear tales of the Nez Perce and
early American pioneers

•

Narration by guest experts,
guides, and historians

•

Convenience of sailing
roundtrip Portland, Oregon

UnCruise.com

Legacy of Discovery
7 NIGHTS | ROUNDTRIP PORTLAND, OREGON

A FRESH BREEZE RUSTLES THE SPRUCE TREES
AND CARRIES THE CRY OF OSPREY TO OUR EARS...

LEGACY OF DISCOVERY
7 NIGHTS, ROUNDTRIP PORTLAND
2017 Saturday Departures

Exploring the log encampment, rangers relay stories of daily
life when the fort was built. The towering trees, the nearby
river, the quiet... despite the beautiful setting, I imagine how
far from home members of the Corps of Discovery must have
felt. They wintered here for three long months in 1805. The wind
echoes voices of the past as I walk in Lewis & Clark’s footsteps.

SGL

CHARTER

$6,995

$4,395

$346,595

May 6, 13
Oct 28; Nov 4

$3,695 $3,995 $4,495 $4,995 $5,495

$7,695

$4,795

$378,595

May 20, 27; Jun 3, 10, 17 $3,995 $4,295 $4,695 $5,195 $5,695
Jul 1 H, 8, 15, 22
Aug 12, 19

$7,995

$5,195

$402,595

Sep 2, 9, 16, 23E 30
Oct 7

$8,295

$5,495

$428,995

CMN

CPT

ADM

JCO

$4,295 $4,595 $4,995 $5,495 $5,995

Theme departures: C=Chairman’s; E=Musical Entertainment; H=Holiday
ADM=Admiral; CMN=Commander; CPT=Captain; JCO=Jr Commodore; MST=Master; OWN=Owner’s Suite;
SGL=Single
$175 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available: Admiral, Owner’s Suite

FARES FROM $3,395
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.
A passport is required on this itinerary (non US citizens).

DAY 8 Bid adieu this morning before
your transfer to the Portland airport
or extended UnCruise stay in town.
PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See page 93 for details.

Lower
Monumental
Dam

R iver

Wine Country
RICHLAND

R iver

Ice Harbor Dam

ASTORIA
Fort Clatsop
Bonneville Dam

The Dalles John Day Dam
Dam

Willamette River
HOOD RIVER
Multnomah Falls

Columbia R

r
ive

Lower Granite Dam

IDAHO
ke

i

a

WASHINGTON

PORTLAND

Little Goose Dam

mb

The region’s basalt flows and Ice Age
floods; Native cultures and early pioneers;
Manhattan Project; and a diverse
changing landscape are the focus at
Richland’s Hanford Reach Interpretive
Center. At award-winning Terra Blanca
Winery & Estate Vineyard, enjoy a private
tour, tasting, and lunch. European history

OWN

$3,395 $3,695 $3,995 $4,495 $4,995

Colu

DAYS 2-7 Passing evergreen forests,
high desert, and canyons, cruise upriver
transiting eight sets of locks and dams,
and centuries of history—filled with
stories of hardship and triumph. Learn
the legend of a beautiful Indian maiden—
the winter spirit of a towering waterfall,
about the Nez Perce, and encounters of
Lewis & Clark. Cruise the 80-mile long
Columbia River Gorge cutting through
the Cascade Mountains and past hillsides
of wind turbines, orchards, vineyards, and
wheat fields that have shaped the land.
On a jet boat into Hells Canyon, watch
for 7,000-year-old petroglyphs, and
up vertical cliffs, for bighorn sheep and
golden eagles.

stands sentry at Maryhill Museum—a
castle-like chateau built by entrepreneur
Sam Hill. Near the mouth of the
Columbia, time stands still at Fort Clatsop,
a replica of the Corps of Discovery’s
last encampment. Visit Astoria Column
perched atop Coxcomb Hill—600 feet
above sea level; stroll the quaint streets
of Victorian Astoria; and explore the
Columbia River Maritime Museum. Enjoy
a Farewell Dinner and relive your week
through photos and storytelling.

MST

Apr 1, 8C, 29
Nov 11, 18H

Sna

DAY 1 Welcome to Portland! After
a glass of bubbly and dinner aboard
the S.S. Legacy, gather in the lounge
for an evening presentation about
your week’s journey through time.

S.S. Legacy

CLARKSTON
Hells Canyon

McNary Dam

OREGON

THE DALLES
Route of Lewis & Clark Expedition
unhidden.
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Explore
PORTLAND, OREGON
COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE
NATIONAL SCENIC AREA
HOOD RIVER
WALLA WALLA, WASHINGTON
PALOUSE FALLS STATE PARK
RED MOUNTAIN
THE DALLES, OREGON
WILLAMETTE VALLEY

Included Highlights

84

•

River and culinary cruise

•

Sommelier and guest wine
expert join you on board for
the week

•

Winery tours and tastings in
five Washington and Oregon
AVAs: Columbia Gorge, Walla
Walla, Red Mountain, Columbia
Valley, Willamette Valley

•

Lunch at Terra Blanca Winery &
Estate Vineyard

•

Maryhill Winery vineyard and
cave tour

•

Explore Palouse Falls canyon

•

Discover Columbia River Gorge
National Scenic Area and
Multnomah Falls

•

Convenience of sailing
roundtrip Portland, Oregon

UnCruise.com

Rivers of Wine
7 NIGHTS | ROUNDTRIP PORTLAND, OREGON

EVIDENCE OF ICE AGE FLOODS IS EASY TO SPOT.
THE RESULTS OF THE FLOODS ARE DELICIOUS…

RIVERS OF WINE
7 NIGHTS, ROUNDTRIP PORTLAND
2017 Saturday Departures

S.S. Legacy

Lifting a glass of ruby-red wine, it’s impossible not to appreciate
the lasting effects ancient geology had on this terroir. Overlooking
the stunning Columbia River Gorge, Maryhill Winery’s experts
share the methods of their winemaking. Rich soil, ample sun, justso winds, and superb craftsmanship—the combination of factors
have yielded spectacular results.

CHARTER

$7,695

$4,795

$378,595

$7,995

$5,195

$402,595

Jun 24; Jul 29
Aug 5, 26

$4,295 $4,595 $4,995 $5,495 $5,995

$8,295

$5,495

$428,995

ADM=Admiral; CMN=Commander; CPT=Captain; JCO=Jr Commodore; MST=Master; OWN=Owner’s Suite;
SGL=Single
$175 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available: Admiral, Owner’s Suite.

FARES FROM $3,695
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.
A passport is required on this itinerary (non US citizens).

Pa l

C ol u
THE DALLES
HOOD RIVER

ke

IDAHO

Horse Heaven
Hills AVA

WASHINGTON

ia
mb

Riv

r

Yakima Valley AVA
RICHLAND

Red
Mountain
AVA

ou s e R ive

River

Palouse Falls
State Park

Wahluke
Slope AVA

Rattlesnake
Hills AVA

PORTLAND
Willamette
Valley AVA

SGL

$3,695 $3,995 $4,495 $4,995 $5,495

Columbia
Gorge

Multnomah
Falls

OWN

$3,995 $4,295 $4,695 $5,195 $5,695

PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See page 93 for details.

Willamette River

JCO

Apr 15, 22

DAY 8 After breakfast, disembark for
your included transfer to the airport or
your UnCruise hotel stay in Portland.

Columbia Gorge AVA

ADM

Oct 14, 21

lumbia

At the crossroads of several AVA’s,
Walter Clore Wine & Culinary Center
has Washington’s wine and food
products on display and regional wines
on the tasting tap. Red Mountain AVA’s
Terra Blanca Estate Winery & Vineyard
is a beauty—tour, taste, lunch, and
stretch your legs on their manicured
grounds. In the Columbia Valley AVA—

CPT

Co

DAYS 2-7 Five AVA’s, multiple wineries,
onboard tastings and presentations,
and stunning vistas await. As you cruise
through the gorge itself, begin your wine
exploration in the Columbia Gorge AVA
at rustic Springhouse Cellar, housed
in a 1920s cannery, and with Mt. Hood
Winery’s eighth-generation winemakers.
Swirl a glass with the owners at Walla
Walla AVA’s Basel Cellars Estate Winery,
and in downtown Walla Walla, visit art
galleries and tasting rooms. Dunham
Cellars melds a passion for original
artwork and a smooth pour. Cruise into
the Snake River and stroll the pathways
at Palouse Falls State Park and learn the
legend of “Big Beaver.”

tour vineyards and a wine cave, and
sip Maryhill Winery’s award-winning
varietals. Sunshine Mill Winery adds to
the history of a former wheat mill. Your
final Your final AVA, Willamette Valley, is
an oenophile’s mecca. Taste the finest at
sustainably-farmed Hawks View Cellars.
At hand–picked wineries du jour, perhaps
you’ll try Archer Vineyards old-world
varietals, Domaine Serene’s specialty—
Pinot Noir, or maybe it’ll be worldrenowned Ponzi Winery. Your last night
pulls out all the all the corks—raise one
last glass to toast friendship and wine at
the Captain’s Dinner.

CMN

R iver

Sna

DAY 1 Sparkling wine and hors d’oeuvres
await you on board as you set sail
from the City of Roses along the
mighty Columbia River.

MST

WALLA
WALLA

Walla Walla
Valley AVA

er

OREGON

Columbia Valley AVA
AVA (American Viticultural Area)

Bonneville Dam
uncorked.
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Pacific Northwest
86
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Coastal Washington
Comings-and-goings below the sentry’s gaze have spanned
centuries. Towering over Staircase Trail long before it was
a trail, the ancient 14-foot diameter Western Red Cedar
could tell a few stories. Wildlife and Native people passed

PRE- & POST-CRUISE EXTENSIONS
Enjoy our hometown—take a
gastro tour, catch a flying fish
or catch views from the Space
Needle.
See details on page 93

by for hundreds of years before the Olympic Exploratory
Committee’s first visit in 1890. Cruise through the Salish Sea,
Puget Sound, and South Hood Canal. Explore Washington’s
old growth and temperate rainforests, islands, and channels.
Hike Mt. Constitution and in Olympic National Park, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Snorkel, kayak, paddle board, and
skiff in glacial fjords and the San Juan archipelago.

British Columbia
Friday Harbor’s one-eyed celebrity is not bashful about her
fame. The statue of her at the marina confirms her place in
the spotlight. Sidling alongside the dock, Popeye pops her
spotted head above water. This harbor seal is happy to take
the herring offered from an outstretched hand. Opting for
a yachters’ paradise on both sides of the border, connect
with nature’s wonders by kayak, skiff, or on foot. Witness
the majesty of Princess Louisa Inlet, take High Tea in Victoria,
and stroll a seaside town. Experience the dramatic shores

“So many nice extras!
[Such as] warm cider after
kayaking. The crew was
so helpful and friendly. It
was truly an amazing,
amazing experience. It
was an adventure of a
lifetime!!”
— Marty A, Clinton, IN
(British Columbia 2015)

of British Columbia.

.

undiscovered.
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Explore
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
OLYMPIC NATIONAL PARK
LOPEZ ISLAND
SAN JUAN ISLAND
ORCAS ISLAND
SUCIA ISLAND
DECEPTION PASS
SALISH SEA

Included Highlights

88

•

Adventure cruise

•

Transit the Hiram M. Chittenden
Locks and cruise the Seattle
waterfront

•

Olympic National Park—
UNESCO World Heritage
Site, San Juan archipelago &
Deception Pass

•

Kayak, paddle board, and skiff
in glacial fjords and winding
island channels

•

Hike in temperate rainforest,
old growth forest, state parks,
and Mt. Constitution

•

Watch for whales, orcas, seals,
sea lions, eagles, and sea birds

•

Birding opportunities

•

Taste local oysters and clams

UnCruise.com

Explore! Olympic
Wilderness &
San Juan Islands
7 NIGHTS | ROUNDTRIP SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

GLOWING ORBS SURROUNDED US, THE JELLYFISH
GRACEFULLY FLOATING AROUND OUR KAYAKS…

Salish Sea
Sucia Island
Mt. Constitution

Pausing near a slim finger of rock that plunged near vertically into
the deep, sea stars clustered just below the surface were bright
pops of orange and purple in the dark green water. Small maroon
crabs zipped from one hiding spot to another above the water.
Having nearly completed our circumnavigation of the island, we all
agreed we could do it again. There was so much to see, a second
time around would reveal a whole new view.
DAY 1 Set sail from Fishermen’s Terminal,
transit the Hiram M. Chittenden Locks,
and cruise Seattle’s bustling waterfront
before dropping anchor in a tuckedaway bay.
DAYS 2-7 Wake up in some of the
quietest reaches of Puget Sound—
surrounded by old growth forest,
intertidal wetlands, and rocky
outcroppings. Throughout the week,
keep alert for resident marine life—
whales, orcas, seals, and sea lions.
Your captain guides you through
the archipelago and near Deception
Pass. Whale watching and birding
opportunities abound—watch for
Tufted Puffins, Rhinoceros Auklets,
and Bald Eagles. Relish an afternoon
of adventure hikes, shore walks, and
kayaking.
Explore above and below the surface
at Lopez, San Juan, and Orcas Islands.

And, at Sucia Island, investigate tide
pools, hike across the island, and
kayak in a protected bay. If Mother
Nature cooperates, there might even
be a bonfire ashore. In South Hood
Canal, you’ll be treated to locallygrown oysters and clams. Days of
play will have you hiking in Olympic
National Park—a UNESCO World
Heritage Site—and to the top of
Mt. Constitution for panoramic views.
Cap off your week at a Farewell
Dinner with a slideshow highlighting
your week’s adventures.
DAY 8 After your final breakfast, say
goodbye to newfound friends and
disembark at Fishermen’s Terminal
for your transfer to the Seattle airport
or your optional UnCruise hotel stay.

Orcas Island
San Juan
Island
Deception Pass
Lopez Island

Strait of
Juan de Fuca

Protection Island
Wildlife Reserve

Puget Sound
Olympic National Park

SEATTLE

Hike
Seasonal Whales

EXPLORE! OLYMPIC WILDERNESS & SAN JUAN ISLANDS
7 NIGHTS, ROUNDTRIP SEATTLE
2017 Saturday Departures

Wilderness Discoverer

NAV

TRB

PAT

XPL

SGL

CHARTER

Oct 28; Nov 4, 11, 18H

$2,095

$2,595

$2,795

$4,595

$2,725

$209,195

Apr 1, 8, 15, 22 , 29
May 6; Sep 16, 23, 30
Oct 7, 14, 21B

$2,495

$2,995

$3,195

$4,995

$3,245

$239,595

Wilderness Discoverer

NAV

TRB

PAT

XPL

SGL

CHARTER

Apr 7 , 14 , 21 , 28
May 5

$2,495

$2,995

$3,195

$4,995

$3,245

$239,595

2018 Saturday Departures
B

FARES FROM $2,095
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.
A passport is required on this itinerary (non US citizens).

Hiram M.
Chittenden
Locks
South
Hood Canal

O

PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See page 93 for details.

WASHINGTON

B

O

Theme departures: B=Craft Beer; H=Holiday; O=Birding/Ornithology
NAV=Navigator; PAT=Pathfinder; SGL=Single; TRB=Trailblazer; XPL=Explorer
$200 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins. Triple fares available: Pathfinder, Explorer.

unspoiled.
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Explore
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA
PRINCESS LOUISA INLET
JERVIS INLET
HARMONY ISLANDS
JEDEDIAH ISLAND
GULF ISLANDS
SAN JUAN ISLANDS, WASHINGTON
FRIDAY HARBOR

British Columbia’s
Yachters’ Paradise

Included Highlights

90

•

Adventure cruise

•

Kayak in Princess Louisa Inlet
and hike to Chatterbox Falls

•

Search for orcas, eagles, and
Dall’s porpoise

•

High Tea at Victoria’s Empress
Hotel and leisure time to explore

•

Visit the Whale Museum in quaint
Friday Harbor

•

Hike and tide pool hunt on
Jedediah Island, the most diverse
of the Gulf Islands

•

Gunkholing in a yachters’
paradise

•

Cruise the Seattle waterfront

•

Boutique yacht—only 22 guests

UnCruise.com

7 NIGHTS | ROUNDTRIP SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

TAKING A DEEP BREATH, I JUMPED AND PLUNGED
INTO THE DARK, COOL WATER….
Mirroring the stars above, bioluminescence shimmers all around our
treading arms and legs. The phosphorescence performs a glittery
light show—a good distraction from the cold night swim at our
secluded anchorage. Back on board, we laugh at our daring moxie,
gratefully accepting towels and mugs of warming hot toddies.

DAY 8 After breakfast with your
travel mates, your journey ends with
a morning transfer to the Seattle
airport or your UnCruise hotel stay in
Seattle.

Freil Lake Falls

Harmony Islands

BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA

Jedediah Island

Str

ait

of

Ge

or

Vancouver Island

a

DAYS 2-7 Land and sea explorations—
wherever the tides take you! Victoria,
British Columbia is your launch point
for High Tea at the Empress Hotel, with
time to browse the city’s quaint shops,
or visit one its museums. Your voyage
continues in the Strait of Georgia, along
Canada’s Sunshine Coast, through
Malibu Rapids, and into Princess
Louisa Inlet (a 3,000-foot vertical
granite walled fjord). Where nature’s
wonders await—stunning landscape,
skiff rides, kayaking, and a hike to
Chatterbox Falls. Spy marine life in
Jervis Inlet; skiff among Harmony
Islands; step ashore for exploration
on Jedediah Island—a provincial park
accessible only by boat.

lounge on rocky islets, and eagles
soar overhead. Within the intricate
passages of the Gulf Islands, explore
a quaint seaside town or search for
whales. Once again, sail over the
border into Washington’s San Juan
Islands—an archipelago of 172 islands
and rocky islets. Spend your last day
with a visit to tiny Friday Harbor and
The Whale Museum, searching for
orca, and “gunkholing” (or exploring)
as the land lubbers say. A festive
Farewell Dinner and a picturesque
recap of the week from your expedition
leader cap off your last evening.

Princess Louisa Inlet

gi

DAY 1 Board the Safari Quest on
Seattle’s waterfront. At cocktail hour,
set sail for the Salish Sea.

Chatterbox Falls
Jervis Inlet

Salish Sea

Gulf Islands

San Juan Islands
FRIDAY HARBOR

Stra

Deception Pass

VICTORIA

it of

Juan de Fuca

WASHINGTON
Puget
Sound

Seasonal Whales

Pacific
Ocean

SEATTLE

BRITISH COLUMBIA’S YACHTERS’ PARADISE
7 NIGHTS, ROUNDTRIP SEATTLE
2017 Saturday Departures

Wildlife flourishes where evergreen
forests fall steeply to the shore—orca
search for salmon, seals and sea lions

PRE- & POST-CRUISE OPTIONS are
available. See page 93 for details.

FARES FROM $3,695
All onboard meals; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; wellness amenities; excursions;
transfers; and more are included in your cruise fare. For details, refer to FARE INCLUSIONS
on page 112.
Due to passage in international waters, a passport is required on this itinerary.

Safari Quest

MRN

CMN

CPT

SGL

CHARTER

Apr 1, 8, 15
Oct 7, 14, 21, 28
Nov 4, 11, 18H

$3,695

$4,595

$4,895

$4,595

$89,895

Apr 22, 29; May 6, 13, 20
Sep 2, 9, 16, 23, 30

$3,995

$4,895

$5,195

$4,895

$95,995

Theme departures: H=Holiday
CMN=Commander; CPT=Captain; MRN=Mariner; SGL=Single
$200 port taxes/fees are additional. Cruise fares are per person double occupancy, in USD. Single fares are “from prices”
reflecting the lowest fare available in select cabins.

unquestionable.
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Snapshot: The lush life—good vibrations (libations), good
music, good friends, good times, and the good outdoors.
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Staying Ashore
Whether niche shopping, treating taste buds, or touring
world-class museums strikes your fancy, extend the adventure
a few more days with a pre- or post-cruise stopover. Here are
a few carefully selected options that offer the convenience
and services you’re looking for.
Portland, Oregon
Hotel Rose
Located across from Tom McCall
Waterfront Park and Willamette
riverfront, the Rose is centrally located
for discovering the city’s charm and
attractions. Nearby, find a unique
variety of bars and restaurants, arts
organizations and shopping.

Seattle, Washington
Crowne Plaza - Seattle
Sleek and modern, the Crowne Plaza is
an amenity-rich home base for getting to
know the Emerald City. Take in stunning
views of Seattle from your spacious room,
or step outside and arts, dining, culture
and shopping opportunities are a short
stroll away.

British Columbia &
the Canadian Rockies
Rocky Mountaineer
Scenic rail travel and small ship cruising
are a perfect marriage. Combine a
Rocky Mountaineer rail journey into the
majestic Canadian Rockies before or
after exploring Alaska’s Inside Passage
or the Columbia & Snake Rivers.

All hotel stays include: Airport meet & greet; airport/hotel/vessel transfers;
accommodations; taxes and service fees.

To learn more, visit UnCruise.com/destinations/all-land-packages
undisputable.
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Life on Board
Each vessel has a unique personality. But they all share a universal goal, and with you in mind—to provide
relaxation, comfort, and camaraderie. The ambience is welcoming and casual. The crew call you by name and
quickly know your preferences, making you feel right at home. And by the end of the cruise, you and your fellow
travelers will feel like one big family.
You’ll be very impressed with how enthusiastic and accommodating the crew is. There’s good energy and
excitement. The meals are plentiful and scrumptious! It’s a classy, well-run operation. At least that’s what past
guests are saying. What most didn’t expect though was the bonding, sharing adventures with people who
became friends for life, and meeting so many returning passengers.
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Everyone has their preferences, be it solitude or a few laughs with
others. And on board, it’s easy to have both. There are quiet nooks and
crannies where you can tuck into a good book or sketch the passing
landscapes. Visit the captain on the bridge and learn about navigation.
Or perhaps you’d rather mingle in the lounge or hang out on the bow
eyeing the next WOW! moment.
Outer Decks & Inner Spaces
•
An inviting dining room
•
Main lounge or salon (with a varied selection of board games, books,
and DVDs)
•
Observation decks for close-up wildlife viewing and relaxing under the stars
Open bridge policy—visit with your captain and mates
•
Wellness, Fitness & Relaxation
•
Relax in the on-deck hot tub
•
Nutritious meals, local ingredients
•
Laps around the deck
•
Complimentary massage aboard select vessels*
•
Fitness equipment or on-deck yoga stretches
•
Active adventure gear for kayaking, paddle boarding,
snorkeling* and hikes

*Amenities vary by vessel; refer to the Small Ship Comparison Chart
on page 111 for details.

“I don’t know how you put together a crew this
amazing and combined it with the incredible food
and drinks... add to that our 30 new best friends
from all over the world... an UNFORGETTABLE
vacation. We loved it so much we put down a
deposit on our next cruise!”
— Tracey S, Warner Robins, GA (Hawaii 2016)
unparalleled.
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Wining &
Dining

Onboard executive chefs handcraft every meal. Innovative, nutritious,
and delectable dining experiences highlight flavors of the region. In
coastal Washington, taste locally-cultivated oysters from family farms.
In Alaska, savor buttery-rich Dungeness crab caught live, in-season, by
local fishermen. Or, along the Columbia & Snake Rivers, taste diverse
flavors of Washington and Oregon wines paired with the meal’s courses.
What to expect:
•
Early-riser breakfasts of fresh fruit and baked-on-board pastries
•
•

Full breakfasts with hot and cold options and specialty items
Lunches range from salads, sandwiches, and homemade soups to 		
regionally-influenced dishes

•

Dinners offer a choice of entrées including fresh, local seafood and meats

•

Chef-selected wine parings that complement your meal

•

Made-from-scratch desserts like tiramisu and lavender panna cotta

•

Varied hors d’oeuvres during cocktail hour

•

Vegetarian dishes are available at all meals

•

Special dietary needs can be met with advance notice

Unless there’s a special barbecue or lunch on shore, most dinners are
served over several courses. And attention is always paid to your
personal preferences. The dining experience is casual. Seating is open
so you are free to join new friends and choose a different table at
every meal.
Celebrating a birthday, anniversary, or other occasion? Let us know
before you board and our expert pastry chef will make it memorable
by whipping up a surprise treat.
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What’s on the menu
Early morning sees a passing of the torch. The pastry chef has baked
throughout the night. And after dawn, head chef and sous chefs prepare
the hot-from-the-stove portions of the meal. Masters of improvisation,
menus may alter. An expedition guide may discover morel mushrooms
on a hike, or talk of local chilies might spark inspiration. Perhaps there’s a
special request to celebrate an occasion.
Your galley crew is attentive to ingredients. They also pay close attention
to how food options meld with the activities and conditions of the day.
Savory salads and salmon cakes are a satiating starter after an invigorating
hike. Belly-warming soups are perfect after exploring near glaciers. And
cool ceviche or poke is a refreshing palate-pleaser in tropical climes. At
mealtimes, there are vegetarian and meat or fish options to choose from.
And if you can’t decide, try a sampling—just ask for half-and-half!

— Sample Breakfast Menu —
Hot breakfast in the dining room
Dungeness crab & scallion omelet; Asparagus, prosciutto & gruyere frittata;
Blackberry pancakes with smoked sausage; Eggs to-order, lox & bagel,
sausage, bacon, ham; Fresh baked pastries

— Sample Dinner Menu —
Asparagus bisque with wild mushroom and chervil
Sweet spring onion and apricot focaccia
Roasted halibut served with a citronette of fava and heirloom tomato
— or —
Lavender and coriander cured duck breast served with
blackberry and Pinot Noir jus
— or —
Goat cheese gnocchi served with braised spring greens, toasted
hazelnuts and caramelized baby golden beets (vegetarian option)
Spiced poached pear in puff pastry with caramel sauce
unfaltering.
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Wetting
Your
Whistle

9898

®
UnCruise.com
Un-Cruise
– Panama and Costa Rica

The setting depends on the vessel. You might find yourself in a
setting reminiscent of a neighborhood pub, or a turn-of-the-century
saloon. It might imitate an intimate wine bar, or an upscale lounge.
Specialty coffee and teas are always available. Many vessels even
feature sustainable cask wines on a rotating tap. Fine wines, spirits,
and microbrews served aboard are included in your fare.
Sip a craft cocktail or soda mixed with homemade bitters and seasonal,
local ingredients. Soak in the on-deck hot tub with a cold microbrew
or glass of champagne. Perk up with an espresso. Sample beer, wine,
scotch, or tequila at the occasional tasting.
Along the Columbia & Snake Rivers, Washington and Oregon wines get
extra special attention. Meals highlight regional specialties, bringing
out flavors of both the dish and the beverage. Fresh caught Columbia
River King Salmon pairs deliciously with Reustle Vineyards Reserve
Pinot Noir. And smoked breast of pheasant highlights the bouquet of
Tempus Cellars Reisling. You’ll enjoy special food and wine pairings
aboard the other UnCruise vessels, too.

Our galley crew creates fresh meals that pay homage to the flavors of
the region. Seafood stews spotlight the bounty of the sea. The surprise
of plump, regionally-grown strawberries add tangy sweetness to
salads. Wherever possible, ingredients are sourced locally. Not only for
freshness, but local sourcing supports the communities where we travel
and helps protect the oceans. Committed to sustainability, we are proud
to be the first cruise partner of the Monterey Bay Aquarium Seafood
Watch Program.
Monterey Bay Aquarium Seafood Watch Program®

Sustainable
Seafood

Committed to sustaining wild, healthy oceans into the future, the
program helps seafood buyers, like our galley crew, make ocean and
environmentally-friendly seafood choices. These choices minimize
damage to ocean and freshwater environments. We proudly follow
their guidelines, buying seafood recommended as “Best Choice” and
“Good Alternative.”

“Our chef and pastry chef produced the best
food I’ve had on a cruise, and better than most
high priced restaurants—exceptional!”
— Steve & Adrienne C, Portland, OR (British Columbia 2016)

untamed.
Unrivaled. 9999

Our Fleet
The shallow draft of a small ship allows for nimble exploration and access to places
bigger ships can’t go. The vessels are compact and everywhere on board—cabins,
public spaces, decks—is accessible within minutes. And all cabins are outside (either
the window faces the water or one step outside the door has you basking in fresh air).
Comfortable and inviting, each ship is equipped for its own distinct style of cruising and
designed to bring the outside in. The natural environment you’ve come to explore is always
in the spotlight. And vessels come alive with art and artifacts from the places UnCruise sails.
.
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Choose your destination and itinerary, and where there’s a choice, your vessel
preference. Whichever you choose, it’ll be an adventure full of discovery!
Expedition Vessels & Boutique Yachts
Designed with action in mind. Interior spaces complement the wilderness
outside and provide an inviting atmosphere loaded with amenities. There’s
even a kayak launch system or swim step to make water activities a snap.
Cabins are cozy aboard the expedition vessels and roomier on the yachts;
some even offer French balconies and Jacuzzis.
•
•
•
•

Wilderness Adventurer, 60 guests
Wilderness Discoverer, 76 guests
Wilderness Explorer, 74 guests
Safari Endeavour, 84 guests

•
•
•
•

Safari Explorer, 36 guests
Safari Quest, 22 guests
Safari Voyager, 62 guests
La Pinta, 48 guests

Replica Coastal Steamer
Travel close to shore on a river cruise, aboard a replica turn-of-thecentury coastal steamer. Modern amenities complement period decor,
elegant cuisine, and entertaining onboard presentations.
• S.S. Legacy, 88 guests
For an at-a-glance overview, refer to the Small Ship Comparison chart
on page 111.

“From the moment smiling Carla grabbed my
carry-on out of my hand and showed us our
cabin we felt this was going to be a special
vacation. And it was! The crew, the itinerary,
the boat, the food, all superb!”
— Carissa & Mike H, Bayfield, CO (Washington 2016)
undocked.
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Wilderness
Adventurer
60 Guests / 25 Crew / 30 Cabins / Length 160’

The ultimate platform for delivering adventure, the Wilderness
Adventurer is fully equipped for comfort and action. Three decks
provide ample room for relaxing on deck or watching wildlife. A
pub-style main lounge and EZ Dock launch platform add to the
ease and fun of water activities.
Paddle
Boards

Pathfinder (PAT)
303-306

Bridge

Lounge

Hot
Tub

Necky
Inflatable Skiffs Kayaks

Outside entry; double bed; view window;
private bath with shower

Sun Deck

Fitness Equipment

*

Lockers

Trailblazer (TRB)
301-302, 307-320

*

Lockers

Queen or twin beds; view window; private
bath with shower
Observation Deck

Kayak Launch Platform
Office

*

Crew

Navigator (NAV)
200-208, 210
Queen or twin beds; view window; private
bath with shower

Expedition
Gear

Main Deck
Underwater
Camera
Engine Room

Crew

Crew

Below Deck

*Single or Double Accommodation
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All cabins are outside and above deck with view windows.
Diagram not to scale.
Onboard Amenities

Cabin Amenities

• EZ Dock launch platform; underwater
bow-mounted camera
• On-deck hot tub and fitness 		
equipment
• Flat-screen TV/DVD in the main lounge
• DVD and book library
• Included bar stocked with spirits, 		
wines, and microbrews

• iPod/MP3/universal docking station/
alarm clock
• TV/DVD player
• Hair dryer, conditioning shampoo,
and body wash
• Binoculars and reusable water bottles

Wilderness
Discoverer
76 Guests / 26 Crew / 38 Cabins / Length 176’

Loaded with amenities, the three accessible decks of the Wilderness
Discoverer are fully equipped for comfort and action. The main
lounge evokes the feel of a National Park Lodge or neighborhood
pub and the EZ Dock launch platform makes for easy access to
launch a kayak or paddle board.
Paddle
Boards

Pathfinder (PAT)
300-309

Bridge

#

Necky
Inflatable Skiffs Kayaks

Outside entry; fixed queen, fixed double
bed, or fixed double bed with twin bed
(307, 309); view window; private bath
with shower

#
Sun Deck

Trailblazer (TRB)
310-325

*

°

Lockers

Queen or twin beds; view window; private
bath with shower

# #

*

Lockers

Hot
Tub

Sitting area; queen or twin beds; large
picture window; private bath with shower

Fitness Equipment

#

Hot
Tub

Explorer (XPL)
400-403

Observation Deck

Crew

Office

Crew

Crew

Navigator (NAV)
201, 203-208, 210
Queen or twin beds; view window; private
bath with shower

*

Expedition
Gear

Main Deck

Kayak Launch Platform

All cabins are outside and above deck with view windows.
Diagram not to scale.

Underwater
Camera
Engine Room

Crew

Onboard Amenities

Crew

Below Deck
# Double or Triple Accommodation * Single or Double Accommodation

° Fixed Twin Beds

Cabin Amenities

• EZ Dock launch platform; underwater
•
bow-mounted camera
• On-deck hot tub and fitness 		
•
equipment
•
• Flat-screen TV/DVD in the main lounge
• DVD and book library
•
• Included bar stocked with spirits, 		
wines, and microbrews 		

iPod/MP3/universal docking station/
alarm clock
TV/DVD player
Hair dryer, conditioning shampoo,
and body wash
Binoculars and reusable water bottles
uncharacteristic.
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Wilderness
Explorer
74 Guests / 26 Crew / 37 Cabins / Length 186’

With three accessible decks and an interior designed to complement
the outside, the Wilderness Explorer is adventure-ready with a casual
welcoming ambience. A Douglas-fir bar top and communal dining
table, respectively, highlight the lounge and dining room, and the
launch platform makes getting in the water a cinch.

Explorer (XPL)
301, 304, 313-314
Sitting area; refrigerator; fixed queen bed;
view window; private bath with shower

Pathfinder (PAT)
107-114, 202-206

Sun Deck

Queen or twin beds; view window; private
bath with shower

Trailblazer (TRB)
207-215, 302-303, 305-306, 309-312
Lounge Deck

Queen or twin beds; view window; private
bath with shower

Trailblazer (TRB)
104-106
Main Deck

Fixed twin beds; view window; private
bath with shower

Underwater
Camera

Below Deck

All cabins are outside and above deck with view windows. Diagram not to scale.
* Single or Double Accommodation
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Fixed Queen Bed

° Fixed Twin Beds

Onboard Amenities

Cabin Amenities

• EZ Dock launch platform; underwater
bow-mounted camera
• On-deck hot tub and fitness 		
equipment
• Flat-screen TV/DVD in the main lounge
• DVD and book library
• Included bar stocked with spirits, 		
wines, and microbrews

• iPod/MP3/universal docking station/
alarm clock
• TV/DVD player
• Hair dryer, conditioning shampoo,
and body wash
• Binoculars and reusable water bottles

Safari
Endeavour
84 Guests / 35-37 Crew / 42 Cabins / Length 232’

Commodore Suite (COM)
205-208
Sitting area; king or twin beds; Tempur-Pedic®
products; refrigerator; view windows; French
doors and step-out balcony; private bath
with Jacuzzi tub and shower

Attractively appointed, the Safari Endeavour features a wine bar,
relaxing public spaces, and three decks with ample outside viewing
opportunities. The EZ Dock launch platform on the aft deck makes
launching a kayak or stand-up paddle board and boarding a skiff easy.

Admiral (ADM)
201-202, 309
King or twin beds; refrigerator; desk and
chair; view window; private bath with
shower

Captain (CPT)
105-112, 203-204, 209-210

Bridge Deck

King or twin beds; view window; desk and
chair; private bath and shower

Commander (CMN)
303-308, 311-322

Upper Deck

Fixed twin beds; desk and chair; view
windows; private bath with shower

Master (MST)
103-104, 212, 301-302

Cabin Deck

Fixed queen or fixed twin beds; desk and
chair; view window or portholes; private
bath with shower

Underwater
Camera

*
*
Main Deck

All cabins are outside and above deck with view windows or portholes.
Diagram not to scale.
# Double or Triple Accommodation

Fixed Queen Bed

* Single or Double Accommodation

° Fixed Twin Beds

Onboard Amenities

Cabin Amenities

• EZ Dock launch platform; underwater
bow-mounted camera
• On-deck hot tub, fitness equipment,
and two massage rooms
• Large AV screen in the lounge
• DVD and book library; wine bar
• Included bar stocked with premium
spirits, wines, and microbrews

• iPod/MP3/universal docking station/
alarm clock
• TV/DVD player
• Hair dryer, bathrobes, conditioning
shampoo, and body wash
• Binoculars and reusable water bottles
unpretentious.
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Safari
Explorer

Commodore Suite (COM)
A1-A2
Separate sitting area; king or twin beds;
refrigerator; view window and a sliding
glass door opening to a small balcony;
private bath with Jacuzzi tub and shower

36 Guests / 14-15 Crew / 18 Cabins / Length 145’

Admiral (ADM)
B1, C1-C2
King or twin beds; windowed door or view
windows; private bath with Jacuzzi tub
and shower

Our flagship, the impressive Safari Explorer, is perfectly designed
for our experiential adventure cruises. Features include spacious
cabins, a wine library, and three public decks for mingling and
enjoying the fresh air. A full-beam swim step makes for easy
access in the water.

Captain (CPT)
B2
King or twin beds; view window and
windowed door; private bath with Jacuzzi
tub and shower

Commander (CMN)
B15-B16
King or twin beds; view window and
windowed door; private bath with shower
Bridge Deck

Master (MST)
B3, B7-B14
Queen or twin beds; view window and
windowed door; private bath with shower
Cabin Deck

Single (SGL)
B6
Queen bed; view window and windowed
door; private bath with shower

Main Deck

All cabins are outside and above deck with view windows. Diagram not to scale.
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# Double or Triple Accommodation

Fixed Queen Bed

Onboard Amenities

Cabin Amenities

• Full-beam swim step
• On-deck hot tub, fitness equipment,
and a massage room
• Flat-screen TV/DVD in the salon
• DVD and book library
• Included bar stocked with premium
spirits, wines, and microbrews

• iPod/MP3/universal docking station/
alarm clock; TV/DVD player
• Heated tile floor in all bathrooms
• Tempur-Pedic® mattresses
• Hair dryer, bathrobes, conditioning
shampoo, and body wash
• Binoculars and reusable water bottles

Safari
Quest
22 Guests / 9-10 Crew / 11 Cabins / Length 120’

Unwind aboard the Safari Quest, with four decks, pleasing
amenities, and warm public spaces. Escape in the on-deck hot tub,
your comfortable cabin, and the casually elegant salon. Features
also include fitness equipment, a hydrophone, and full-beam swim
step for easy access in the water.

Captain (CPT)
A1-A4
King, queen, or twin beds; sliding glass
door opening to a small balcony; private
bath with shower

Commander (CMN)
B2
Fixed queen bed; view window; private
bath with shower

Observation Deck

Mariner (MRN)
C1-C4, C6
King, queen, or twin beds; elevated port
lights (not suitable for viewing); private
bath with shower

Bridge Deck

Single (SGL)
B1
Twin bed; view window; private bath
with shower (Pullman berth available)

Main Deck

Cabin Deck

Diagram not to scale.
Fixed Queen Bed

Onboard Amenities

Cabin Amenities

• Full-beam swim step; underwater
bow-mounted camera
• On-deck hot tub and fitness 		
equipment
• Flat-screen TV/DVD in the salon
• DVD and book library
• Included bar stocked with premium
spirits, wines, and microbrews		

• iPod/MP3/universal docking station/
alarm clock; TV/DVD player
• Heated tile floor in all bathrooms
• Tempur-Pedic® mattresses
• Hair dryer, bathrobes, conditioning
shampoo, and body wash
• Binoculars and reusable water bottles
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Safari
Voyager

Owner’s Suite (OWN)
Fixed queen bed; sitting area with
wet bar; refrigerator; media center; large
bow-facing view windows; jetted whirlpool
tub; private bath with shower; (sofa bed
for triple—suitable for child/teen)

62 Guests / 29-31 Crew / 32 Cabins / Length 174’

Jr. Commodore Suite (JCO)
201-204
Queen or twin beds; refrigerator; desk
and chair; view window; private bath with
large shower; (sofa bed for triple)

Relax in the Safari Voyager’s spacious view lounge, featuring
floor to ceiling windows, 270 degree views, and nautical décor in
tribute to New World explorers. A custom EZ Dock launch platform
provides convenient access for water activities such as snorkeling,
skiff excursions, kayaking, and stand-up paddle boarding.

Admiral (ADM)
307, 309
Queen or twin beds; desk and chair;
view windows; private bath with shower;
(youth-sized sofa bed for triple)

Sun Deck

Captain (CPT)
308, 310, 312
Fixed twin beds; desk and chair; view
windows; private bath with shower

Commander (CMN)
205-206, 209-212, 215-222

Bridge Deck

Queen or twin beds; desk and chair;
view window; private bath with shower

Master (MST) 103-108
Single (SGL) 207-208

Cabin Deck

Queen or twin beds (MST); Twin bed
(SGL); desk and chair; view window;
private bath with shower

Underwater
Camera

Main Deck

All cabins are outside and above deck with view windows. Diagram not to scale.
# Double or Triple Accommodation
Cabin images are representative. The vessel is undergoing refurbishment prior to operation in the fall of 2016.
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Onboard Amenities

Cabin Amenities

• EZ Dock kayak launch platform;		
bow-mounted underwater camera
• On-deck fitness equipment, and 		
massage room
• TV/DVD player in the lounge
• DVD and book library
• Included bar stocked with premium
spirits, wines, and beer

• iPod/MP3/universal docking station/
alarm clock
• TV/DVD player
• Hair dryer, bathrobes, conditioning
shampoo, and body wash
• Binoculars and reusable water bottles

La Pinta
48 Guests / 27 Crew / 24 Cabins / Length 209’

Covered

SKY LOUNGE

An elegant 48-guest yacht, La Pinta is the physical creation of
many combined dreams shared by captains, crew, guides, and
guests over the years. The yacht features spacious cabins, and
a loungeCovered
with floor-to-ceiling windows, outside lounge, and
LOUNGE
decksSKY
with
unencumbered views.

Covered

SKY LOUNGE

Sun Deck

Admiral (ADM)
321-324
Sitting area with foldout couch; twin or
queen beds; desk and chair; private bath
with shower; safe deposit box

Captain (CPT)
301-320

Cabin Deck

Sitting area; twin or queen beds; desk
and chair; private bath with shower;
safe deposit box

Reception

Doctor

All cabins are outside and above deck with floor-to-ceiling view windows
Main Deck

Onboard Amenities
Reception

309/311, 308/310, 313/315, 314/316 offer adjoining cabins. Diagram not to scale.
Doctor
# Double or Triple Accommodation

Fixed Queen Bed

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cabin Amenities

Three public decks
•
On-deck hot tub
•
Exercise room with fitness equipment
Natural history library
•
Outdoor Sky Bar and observation lounge
Included bar stocked with spirits, 		
wines, and beer 			

iPod/MP3/Universal docking station
Hair dryer, bathrobes, conditioning
shampoo, and body wash
In-room safe deposit box

untarnished.
Reception
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S.S. Legacy

Owner’s Suite (OWN)
300 sq. foot entertainment and sitting
area with wet bar, refrigerator, media center;
300 sq. foot master bedroom with king bed;
view windows; private bath with Jacuzzi tub
and shower (sofa bed for triple/quad)

88 Guests / 34-35 Crew / 44 Cabins / Length 192’

Jr. Commodore (JCO)
301-302
Fixed queen bed; refrigerator; wrap-around
view windows; private bath with shower

The ambience aboard the S.S. Legacy emulates an early turnof-the-century coastal steamer with period décor and old-world
charm. A lounge with a piano and dance floor, dining room
featuring a wine bar, Pesky Barnacle saloon, and relaxing
covered sun deck round out the public areas.

Admiral (ADM)
101-102, 201-202, 309-310
Queen, fixed queen, or twin beds; view
window; private bath with shower (trundle
available for triple)

Captain (CPT)
211-214

Bridge Deck

Queen or twin beds; view window; private
bath with shower

Commander (CMN)
105-112, 206-210, 303-308, 311-318

Upper Deck

Fixed queen, double, or twin beds; view
window; private bath with shower

Master (MST)
103-104, 319-320

Lounge Deck

Fixed double bed; view window; private
bath with shower

*
Onboard Amenities

*

Main Deck

All cabins are outside and above deck with view windows. Diagram not to scale.
# Double or Triple Accommodation + Quad Accommodation * Single or Double Accommodation
Fixed Queen Bed
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Fixed Double Bed

°Fixed Twin Beds

• Elevator access to three public decks
• On-deck hot tub, fitness equipment,
and two massage rooms
• Upright piano in the lounge
• Large A/V screen in the lounge
• DVD and book library
• Included bar stocked with premium
spirits, wines, and microbrews
		

• Whisky parlor and wine bar area

Cabin Amenities
• iPod/MP3/universal docking station/
alarm clock; TV/DVD player
• Hair dryer, bathrobes, conditioning
shampoo, and body wash
• Binoculars and reusable water bottles

Small Ship Comparison
Only one vessel operates in most destinations. But, where there’s a choice, or if the vessel itself
influences your travel decisions, this handy chart helps you to compare features.
Wilderness Wilderness Wilderness
Safari
Adventurer Discoverer Explorer Endeavour
Multi-sport Recreation
Expedition Team
Heritage Team / Historians
Turndown Service
Massage
Spirits / Wine / Beer
Wine Bar / Library
Underwater Bow Camera
Hydrophone
Inflatable Skiffs
Glass-bottom Boat
Kayaks
Paddle Boards
Snorkel Gear / Wetsuits
Hot Tub
Yoga Mats

Yes
Yes
—	
—	
—
Included
—
Yes
Yes
Yes
—
Yes
Yes
—	
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
—	
—	
—
Included
—
Yes
Yes
Yes
—
Yes
Yes
$
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
—	
—	
—	
Yes
—
1
Included Includedw
—
Yes
Yes	
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
—
—
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
$
Included#
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

8+
Ages Welcomed on Board
Cabins
30
Guests
60
Crew
25
Guest-to-Crew Ratio
3:1
Length
160’
Beam
39’
Cruising Speed
9.5 knots
Public Decks
3
Single Cabins
3
—
Triple Cabins
Wheelchair Cabins
—
—	
Elevator
Private Jacuzzi Tubs
—
Private French Balcony
—

8+
38
76
26
3:1
176’
39’
10 knots
3
3
5
—
—	
—
—

8+
37
74
26
3:1
186’
38’
11 knots
3
3
—
1
—	
—
—

8+
42
84
35-37
2.5:1
232’
37’
10 knots
4
2
4
—
—	
4
4

Safari
Explorer
Yes
Yes
—
Yes
1
Includedw
Yes
—
Yes
Yes
—
Yes
Yes
Included#
Yes+
Yes

Safari
Quest

Safari
Voyager

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
—	
—	
Yes
Yes
—
1
Includedw
Includedw
—
—
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
—
—
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
—	
Included†
Yes
—
—	 Yes

La
Pinta

S.S.
Legacy

Yes
—
Yes
—
—	
Yes
Yes
Yes
—	1
Included
Includedw
—
Yes
—
—
—
—
Yes
—
Yes
—
Yes
—
—
—
Included
—
Yes
Yes
—
Yes

8+
18
36
14-15
2:1
145’
36’
9 knots
4
1
4
—
—
6
2

14+
8+
8+
11
32
24
22
62
48
9-10
29-31
27
2:1
2:1
2:1
120’
174’
209’
29’
36’
41’
10 knots
10 knots
10 knots
4
3
3
1
2
—
—	7
4
—
—
—
—	
—	
—
—	 1
—
4
—
—
Age restrictions waived on private charters $= Extra Cost #Only in Hawaii / Mexico +Except Hawaii † No wetsuits in Costa Rica/Panamá wPremium Spirits

8+
44
88
34-35
2.5:1
192’
40’
11 knots
4
2
3
1
Yes
1
—

Common Features
• Cultural Encounters
• Wildlife
• Narrative Interpretation
• Meals
• Spirits/Wine/Microbrews

• Non-Alcoholic Beverages
• En Suite Facilities
• iPod/MP3/Universal Dock
• Hair Dryer
• Book/DVD Library

• Casual Atmosphere
• Attentive Service
• Fitness Equipment
• Wellness Program
• Open Bridge Policy
unequaled.
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Connection

Fares Include

Oh, the unrivaled tales told around a campfire. And the UnCruise social
community is the ultimate campfire, where past, present, and wannabe
UnCruisers connect. Real travelers’ words on their experiences, inspiring
moments from aboard the ships captured in photos and videos, and the
latest UnCruise news. It’s time to share—the talking stick is yours now!

What most defines your experience. Adventures, activities, and
excursions. Narration and guides. Handcrafted meals and baked-fresh-daily
pastries*. Wine, beer, spirits, and non-alcoholic beverages. Once you step
aboard, there’s little need to reach for your wallet, except for the occasional
souvenir and crew tips to show your gratitude.

Explore more, share more:

Every cruise fare includes:

Tales from the field and behind the scenes of AHA! moments:
UnCruise.com/Cruise-Blog
Share salty sea stories, read what others say, have a laugh, and give us
a thumbs-up: Facebook.com/UnCruise
Be in-the-moment with experience-packed videos on 			
YouTube.com/UnCruise
Take a visual voyage, perusing photos on Instragram.com/UnCruise

Pinpoint your next cruise: Pinterest.com/UnCruise

•

Exclusive activities, shore excursions, presentations

•

Entry fees to national parks, preserves, and monuments

•

Narration and expertise from expedition and heritage guides

•

Meet/greet services, transfers, and baggage handling (between 		
airport/vessel on embark/disembark days)

•

Onboard meals

•

Spirits, wine, and microbrews

•

Non-alcoholic beverages

•

Wellness amenities: hot tub*, fitness equipment, and yoga mats

Cruise fares do not include:
•

Port taxes/fees (amount varies by itinerary)

•

Gratuities to your vessel crew

•

Airfare to and from your home city

•

Optional travel protection

Join in the chatter by following @UnCruise
* Hot tub not available on Hawaii cruises.
Baked fresh daily pastries not available
on Galápagos cruises

Welcome ‘round the circle.
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Reservation & Travel Information
Contact Information

Private Charter:

Address: 3826 18th Avenue West, Seattle, WA 98119
Email: sales@UnCruise.com; Website: UnCruise.com
Toll free: 888-862-8881 (USA/CAN); 855-257-1551 (MX);
800-12639888 (other countries – Intl. prefix required)
Groups/Charters: 855-575-9358 (USA/CAN);
800-10008003 (other countries – Intl. prefix required)
Phone: 206-284-0300; Fax: 206-283-9322
UnCruise Adventures is a wholly-owned subsidiary
of InnerSea Discoveries Alaska, Inc., Juneau, AK

Days Prior To Departure
Over 365 days
365 to 271 days
270 to 121 days
120 to 0 days

Payments: Individual Booking
Deposits must be received within three business
days of reservation. Reservations are not confirmed
until a deposit is received. Deposit is refundable up
to 72 hours after payment is received. Premium
payment for our Travel Protection Plan must be
made within 14 calendar days of initial deposit/
payment. Final payment is due 60 days prior to
departure from your home city or in full when
reservations are confirmed less than 60 days prior.
If final payment is not received in time, your space
may be released; rebooking will then be subject to
final availability. Payments may be made by check,
credit card, wire transfer, or money order.

Deposit Required
$750 per person (cruises less than 13 nights), or
$1,500 per person (cruises 13 nights or longer and
Galápagos cruises)

Private Charters
For private charters, a deposit equal to onethird of the total charter cost is due within
seven business days of the reservation. At 270
days (9 months) before departure, a second
payment equal to one-third of the total charter
cost is due. Final charter payment is due 120
days (4 months) prior to departure.

Cancellation Policy
Guests who cancel for any reason, including
medical or family reasons, are subject to the
following cancellation fees. Refer to the Travel
Protection section for details on cancellation
penalty protection.

Individuals:
Days Prior To Departure
91 days or more
90 to 61 days
60 to 46 days
45 to 31 days
30 to 0 days

Per Person Cancellation Fee
50% of initial deposit
Forfeiture of full deposit
50% of gross fare
75% of gross fare
100% of gross fare

Charter Cancellation Fee
50% of initial deposit
Forfeiture of full deposit
66.67% of gross fare
100% of gross fare

Pre-/Post-Cruise Land Packages
Payment and cancellation terms may differ for
optional hotel and land packages.

Travel Protection
UnCruise Adventures’ travel protection plan
offers guests a wide range of services at
reasonable rates. We strongly recommend
that you purchase travel insurance to protect
yourself against cancellation penalties and travel
with complete peace of mind. You will also be
covered for losses due to trips cut short by illness
or family emergencies or costs of baggage lost
or damaged. In order to have the pre-existing
medical conditions exclusion waived, this program
must be purchased within 14 calendar days of
the initial deposit/payment and is not refundable
or transferable under any circumstances. A
Description of Coverage will be sent with your
invoice. To purchase insurance, please visit our
website or call our sales counselors for premiums
and other details. This plan is available to US
residents only. International guests should inquire
with a home-country travel protection program.

Gratuities
Gratuities are entirely at the discretion of the
traveler and are shared among crew members.
Recommended amounts are available on request.

Final Travel Details
All travel information is sent via email. If your
reservation is paid in full and we have received
your required Guest Registration Forms, Final
Travel Details will be issued approximately 45
days prior to your departure. Submit all required
Guest Registration Forms no later than 60 days
prior to your departure. Late receipt of Guest
Registration Forms and/or Final Payment will delay
your Final Travel Details.

Policy on Children
Children ages 8-13 years (at time of travel) save
$500 per child, except on December holiday
departures. Ages 8 years and older are welcomed
aboard most vessels and exceptions may be made
for children 7 and under with special approval.

Please read carefully before booking
Full terms and conditions are available at UnCruise.com

The Safari Quest welcomes guests ages 14 years
and older. Age restrictions are waived on all private
charters. It is the responsibility of the parents or
guardian to supervise their children at all times.

Smoking
Smoking is allowed only in designated areas on
outside aft decks. Smoking is not allowed inside
the vessels at any time.

Photographic Images
UnCruise Adventures takes photographs
throughout each cruise that sometimes
include guests. Some images will be used for
promotional purposes. Guests who prefer
that their image not be used must notify the
expedition or heritage leader on board. Guests
who give images to our onboard team are
thereby giving UnCruise Adventures permission
to use such images for promotional purposes.

Health and Disability Requirements
Guests must notify us in writing at the time
of booking of any physical or mental illness,
disability or other conditions for which special
accommodations or the use of a wheelchair is
necessary or contemplated. We must also be
notified of any medical treatment that may render
the guest unfit for travel or constitute a risk or
danger to the guest or anyone else on board.
Guests needing any form of assistance and those
who are physically disabled must be accompanied
by someone who takes full responsibility for any
needed assistance during the cruise and in the
event of an emergency. We reserve the right to
refuse passage to anyone who, in our sole opinion,
may affect the health, safety or enjoyment of other
guests.
Guests requiring a wheelchair must provide their
own collapsible wheelchair. Please be aware
that some ports of call, shore excursions, docks,
gangways, and other ship requirements may
preclude a wheelchair guest from leaving the vessel;
this decision will be made by the captain and is
binding. Additionally, there may be certain physical
conditions, including raised doorway thresholds
from 2 to 16 inches, stairways, and narrow
passageways within the vessel that may limit or
preclude the accessibility of wheelchair guests to
some areas.
Due to the limitations of vessel facilities, bookings
cannot be accepted for women who will be 30
weeks or more pregnant at the conclusion of travel.
Women in their third trimester (greater than 24
weeks, but less than 30 weeks) must submit a letter
from their physician granting permission to travel
by boat (and for air travel, if applicable).

Non-Discrimination Notification Under
Title VI, Title IX
It is the policy of InnerSea Discoveries Alaska, Inc. (aka
UnCruise Adventures) not to discriminate on the basis
of race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation, age,
disability, ancestry, national origin or veteran status in
its educational programs, activities or employment as
required by law.

Photo & Story Credit
With the exception to the following, all other
images in this brochure were taken by guests,
crew, and employees. All stories are UnCruise
experiences captured in blogs, guest comments,
or articles.
Alaska Railroad (43 dome car, 44); Cameron
Zegers (5, 11, 36, 41, 53 dolphins, 100, 101, 116);
Chustine Minoda (96); Ellen Barone (16, 20,
52 cactus); Eric Lindberg (14, 95 bridge); Glen
Petrie (10, 24); Helen Hoffman (2, 26); Jocelyn
Pride (15, 82); John R. Howard (50); Julie Quarry
(13 camera, 54, 59, 58 harbor, 79 turtle); Knik
River Lodge (43 dogs, 45); Metropolitan Tours
(109); Michel Verdure (74); Peter West Carey (48,
80, 106 Explorer, 110 Legacy); Rick Duval (98);
Shutterstock (13 bird, 46, 42, 47 salmon, 60, 62,
70, 71 buildings, 72, 73, 78 Machu Picchu, 79
lizard, 84, 93 Seattle); Tegra Nuess (94, 97, 99);
Wolfgang Kaehler (105 Endeavour)

InnerSea Discoveries Alaska, Inc. (dba UnCruise
Adventures) operates in Glacier Bay National Park
as an authorized Concessioner of the National Park
Service, Department of Interior.
We are an equal opportunity provider and employer,
operating on the Tongass National Forest under
special use permit from the USDA Forest Service.
Due to the nature of our explorations, itineraries
are guidelines and will change in order to maximize
your vacation experience. Variations in itinerary and
the order of days may occur. UnCruise Adventures
reserves the right to make changes to itineraries,
dates, pricing, and policies.

unforgettable.
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Our Affiliations
Monterey Bay Aquarium Seafood Watch Program
The program’s scientifically-based recommendations help
consumers and businesses support wild, diverse, and
healthy oceans. The program aids with buying decisions by
recommending seafood that has been fished or farmed in
ways that minimize environmental impact.

Tourism Cares

Responsible Travel
Small vessel sizes enable each ship to get up close to nature and wildlife.
While delivering exceptional access to these areas, we realize our presence
has an impact. Fostering responsible practices, we lessen our environmental
footprint. A core business value is ensuring that we leave a positive impact
in the communities and wilderness areas we visit and work.
We continually look for ways to share the wealth and enrich the lives of
those we meet:
•

Purchase local food and supplies

•

Partner with local people for cultural tours/presentations

•

Follow “Leave No Trace” practices

•

Purchase supplies with less packaging to reduce waste

•

Recycle wherever facilities exist

•

Eco-friendly bath amenities on board in refillable containers

•

Reusable water bottles in each cabin for guest use; no bottled water
on board

•

Donate to local organizations in areas where we operate

Stewardship of the lands where we travel is essential. Our teams on board and
ashore work together to operate responsibly.
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This travel industry community focuses on protecting and
restoring at-risk or emerging destinations, supporting
future travel professionals, and championing the industry’s
corporate responsibility.

Passenger Vessel Association Green WATERS Program
A voluntary program for the passenger vessel industry
aimed at reducing waste and operating in a cleaner,
greener, more sustainable environment.

Chefs Collaborative
Celebrating local foods and fostering a more sustainable
food supply, the Collaborative inspires action by
translating information about food into tools for making
knowledgeable purchasing decisions.

Family Travel Association
Inspiring families and advocating for travel to be an essential
part of every child’s education, the Family Travel Association
showcases leaders in family and multi-generational travel.

To learn more, visit UnCruise.com/why-us/responsible-travel

Welcome
Aboard!
Dear Adventurer,
From Alaska to Ecuador, these travel experiences
leave an indelible footprint in our memories and
in our hearts. More than just seeing a place, the
opportunity to truly connect is our siren song.
Going deep into the wilderness away from daily
noise, sharing new explorations with new and old
friends, and honoring the true adventurer within
ourselves…all these moments stitched together
change us and change the way we view the world
in the most rewarding ways.
We invite you to share the journey of a lifetime,
whether you are just beginning to tap into your
spirit of exploration, or are already a veteran of
getting up close to the wild and woolly. Having
explored the adventures in this brochure, the
connection has already begun—and we are
delighted to welcome you aboard.
Onward to adventure!

Dan Blanchard
Captain & Owner

unpredictable.
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3826 18th Ave W, Seattle, WA 98119

1-888-862-8881 UnCruise.com
or visit your travel professional
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